
Pet & Equine Titles 
Fall 2017



Graffeg

9781910862056

Pub Date: 10/1/17

Ship Date: 10/1/17

$12.95/$16.95 Can./£8.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Blank Book – Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Antiques & Collectibles  / 

Paper Ephemera

ANT029000

8.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |

0.8 lb Wt

My Sad Cat Notebook
Tom Cox

Contributor Bio
Tom Cox is a columnist for the Guardian and Your Cat magazine, and the author of The Good, The Bad, and

The Furry.

Summary
Scribble your thoughts and notes in the My Sad Cat notebook. This hardback notebook is filled with 96

high-quality pages, ready for your every idea and doodle.

Graffeg

9781910862087

Pub Date: 9/1/17

Ship Date: 9/1/17

$13.95/$18.95 Can./£9.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Postcard Book or Pack

20 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Antiques & Collectibles  / 

Postcards

ANT033000

5 in H | 7 in W | 0.5 in T |

0.4 lb Wt

My Sad Cat Postcard Collection
Tom Cox

Contributor Bio
Tom Cox is a columnist for the Guardian and Your Cat magazine, and the author of The Good, The Bad, and

The Furry.

Summary
@MySadCat is The Bear, a 20-year-old poet, philosopher, and philanthropist trapped in the body of a cat.

Share the best of his observations on life with these hilarious postcards. Each pack contains two copies each

of 10 images, packaged in a clear plastic box.
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Graffeg

9781912050017

Pub Date: 1/1/17

$16.95/$22.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Other Merchandise

1 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Art  /  Subjects & Themes

ART050030

16.5 in H | 11.8 in W

Cats in Cahoots - Jo Cox Poster
Jo Cox

Contributor Bio
Jo Cox is an artist who uses a variety of techniques, including printmaking, paint, stitching, and collage.

Summary
A print by Jo Cox, featuring Twitter-famous @MySadCat, aka The Bear, and @MySwearyCat, aka Shipley. One

in a series of 10 posters featuring cat illustrations by Jo Cox. Supplied in a cello-bag with a backing board.

Graffeg

9781912050239

Pub Date: 1/1/17

$16.95/$22.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Other Merchandise

1 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Art  /  Subjects & Themes

ART050030

16.5 in H | 11.8 in W

Roscoe - Jo Cox Poster
Jo Cox

Contributor Bio
Jo Cox is an artist who uses a variety of techniques, including printmaking, paint, stitching, and collage.

Summary
A print by Jo Cox, featuring Roscoe, a sweet black and white cat. One in a series of 10 posters featuring cat

illustrations by Jo Cox. Supplied in a cello-bag with a backing board.
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Graffeg

9781912050611

Pub Date: 10/1/16

$16.95/$22.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Other Merchandise

1 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Art  /  Subjects & Themes

ART050030

16.5 in H | 11.8 in W

Sad News on the Radio - Jo Cox Poster
Jo Cox

Contributor Bio
Jo Cox is an artist who uses a variety of techniques, including printmaking, paint, stitching, and collage.

Summary
A print by Jo Cox, featuring Twitter-famous @MySadCat, aka The Bear. One in a series of 10 posters featuring

cat illustrations by Jo Cox. Supplied in a cello-bag with a backing board.

Graffeg

9781912050628

Pub Date: 10/1/16

$16.95/$22.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Other Merchandise

1 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Art  /  Subjects & Themes

ART050030

16.5 in H | 11.8 in W

Smug Cat on a Green Mat - Jo Cox Poster
Jo Cox

Contributor Bio
Jo Cox is an artist who uses a variety of techniques, including printmaking, paint, stitching, and collage.

Summary
A print by Jo Cox, featuring Twitter-famous @MySmugCat, aka Ralph. One in a series of 10 posters featuring

cat illustrations by Jo Cox. Supplied in a cello-bag with a backing board.
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Graffeg

9781912050659

Pub Date: 10/1/16

$16.95/$22.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Other Merchandise

1 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Art  /  Subjects & Themes

ART050030

16.5 in H | 11.8 in W

So Many Books So Little Time - Jo Cox Poster
Jo Cox

Contributor Bio
Jo Cox is an artist who uses a variety of techniques, including printmaking, paint, stitching, and collage.

Summary
A print by Jo Cox, featuring Twitter-famous @MySadCat, aka The Bear. One in a series of 10 posters featuring

cat illustrations by Jo Cox. Supplied in a cello-bag with a backing board.

Graffeg

9781912050635

Pub Date: 10/1/16

$16.95/$22.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Other Merchandise

1 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Art  /  Subjects & Themes

ART050030

16.5 in H | 11.8 in W

Sun God Ra(lph) - Jo Cox Poster
Jo Cox

Contributor Bio
Jo Cox is an artist who uses a variety of techniques, including printmaking, paint, stitching, and collage.

Summary
A print by Jo Cox, featuring Twitter-famous @MySmugCat, aka Ralph. One in a series of 10 posters featuring

cat illustrations by Jo Cox. Supplied in a cello-bag with a backing board.
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Graffeg

9781912050246

Pub Date: 1/1/17

$16.95/$22.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Other Merchandise

1 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Art  /  Subjects & Themes

ART050030

16.5 in H | 11.8 in W

Twister - Jo Cox Poster
Jo Cox

Contributor Bio
Jo Cox is an artist who uses a variety of techniques, including printmaking, paint, stitching, and collage.

Summary
A print by Jo Cox, featuring Twitter-famous @MySadCat, aka The Bear. One in a series of 10 posters featuring

cat illustrations by Jo Cox. Supplied in a cello-bag with a backing board.

Pan Macmillan

9781509821419

Pub Date: 10/1/17

Ship Date: 10/1/17

$12.95/£7.99 UK/€9.49 EU

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

240 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Biography & Autobiography

 /  Personal Memoirs

BIO026000

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.6 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

Bilbo the Lifeguard Dog
A True Story of Friendship and Heroism

Steven Jamieson, Alison Bowyer

Contributor Bio
Steve Jamieson was born in the Shetland Islands. He briefly worked for the Ministry of Defence before

adopting a life of freedom as a waterman and lifeguard in, on and by the sea at Lands End, Cornwall.

Summary
When Steve Jamieson met Bilbo, a chocolate Newfoundland puppy, little did he know that the small bundle of

fluff would grow to take up a huge space in his heart and change his life forever. The pair were inseparable,

with Bilbo accompanying Steve to his job as head lifeguard of Sennen beach in Cornwall every day. With his

webbed paws and thick, double layer of fur, Bilbo was an excellent swimmer and he was soon promoted to

honorary lifeguard. He was even credited with saving the lives of three people.Word about Bilbo spread and

fans flocked from miles around to meet the friendly giant. But Bilbo and Steve couldn't have foreseen the

obstacles that life would throw at them. Together, they would have to gather every bit of their strength to

fight for their livelihood. Warm, heartfelt and moving, Bilbo the Lifeguard Dog is a tale of heroism and

friendship, and is one man's tribute to his extraordinary dog.
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Summersdale

9781909865273

Pub Date: 3/1/18

Ship Date: 3/1/18

$7.95/$10.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Games & Activities  / 

Activity Books

GAM019000

Series: Huck & Pucker

Colouring Books

8 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.3 in T

Keep Calm and Colour Dogs
Summersdale

Contributor Bio
Summersdale is one of the UK's top independent nonfiction publishers.

Summary
"Dogs are not our whole life, but they make our lives whole." —Roger Caras

Relax and unwind with this charming collection of coloring patterns inspired by man’s best friend, from tiny

dachshunds to mighty Great Danes. Color, create, and keep calm!

Michael O'Mara

9781910552629

Pub Date: 9/1/17

Ship Date: 9/1/17

$14.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99

UK/€11.99 EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

64 Pages

30 colour photographs

Carton Qty: 20

Humor  /  Topic

HUM009000

8.3 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.7 lb Wt

Cat Couture
Jason McGroarty

Contributor Bio
Jason McGroarty is an award-winning photographer.

Summary
A series of portraits of feline fashionista Hummus taken by her owner, professional photographer Jason

McGroarty. Hummus was diagnosed with Feline Leukaemia when she was a kitten and is unable to play

outside with other cats. However, Hummus is a total fashion diva and likes to model new looks in her own

personal cat-sized studio. In these unique, full-color portraits, Jason channels the quirky and sassy personality

of this extremely well-dressed and stylish cat.
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Graffeg

9781910862094

Pub Date: 9/1/17

Ship Date: 9/1/17

$13.95/$18.95 Can./£9.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Postcard Book or Pack

5 Pages

Carton Qty: 15

Humor  /  Topic

HUM009000

6 in H | 6 in W | 0.5 in T |

0.3 lb Wt

My Sad Cat, My Smug Cat Cards
Jo Cox

Contributor Bio
Jo Cox is an artist who uses a variety of techniques, including printmaking, paint, stitching and collage.

Summary
A pack of five greeting cards featuring Jo Cox’s illustrations of her son Tom’s cats, The Bear and Ralph—known

on Twitter as @mysadcat and @mysmugcat. Packaged in a clear gift box, the cards are blank inside for your

own message.

Boutique of Quality Books

9781937084646

Pub Date: 11/1/12

$34.95/$46.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

48 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003180

8 in H | 8 in W

The $7.50 Bunny That Changed The World
Gretta Parker

Contributor Bio
Gretta Parker has written for the Examiner, Triad Happy Tails Magazine, and edited for Polo Ralph Lauren. She

self-published her debut book "The Easter Bunny that Grew Up" about her beloved rabbit Flopsy Parker that

captured hearts around the world with his message of rabbit adoptions. The book also celebrates Flopsy's life

in pictures and expands on the lessons he taught her. She is the mother of five bunnies, all adopted from

shelters; and she runs Baskets for Bunnies, Inc., a nonprofit that provides rescues with supplies

Summary
Winner of two 2013 Indie Next Generation Finalist awards, "The $7.50 Bunny That Changed the World" is the

story of Flopsy Parker who was dropped off at a North Carolina shelter in the fall of 2010. By 2011, after he

had trained his mother Gretta to be his ghost writer, he was inspiring people on Facebook with his message of

adoption and helping other rabbits around the world that needed homes. This delightful, heartwarming, and

real-life story, as told from Flopsy Parker's point of view, is sure to tweak your bunny bone. "The $7.50 Bunny

That Changed the World" is a tribute to his life, the people he inspired, and proof that even the smallest of

creatures can live the biggest of lives.
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Boutique of Quality Books

9781937084714

Pub Date: 11/1/12

$12.95/$16.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

48 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003180

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.2 in T |

0.3 lb Wt

The $7.50 Bunny That Changed The World
Gretta Parker

Contributor Bio
Gretta Parker has written for the Examiner, Triad Happy Tails Magazine, and edited for Polo Ralph Lauren. She

self-published her debut book "The Easter Bunny that Grew Up" about her beloved rabbit Flopsy Parker that

captured hearts around the world with his message of rabbit adoptions. The book also celebrates Flopsy's life

in pictures and expands on the lessons he taught her. She is the mother of five bunnies, all adopted from

shelters; and she runs Baskets for Bunnies, Inc., a nonprofit that provides rescues with supplies

Summary
Winner of two 2013 Indie Next Generation Finalist awards, "The $7.50 Bunny That Changed the World" is the

story of Flopsy Parker who was dropped off at a North Carolina shelter in the fall of 2010. By 2011, after he

had trained his mother Gretta to be his ghost writer, he was inspiring people on Facebook with his message of

adoption and helping other rabbits around the world that needed homes. This delightful, heartwarming, and

real-life story, as told from Flopsy Parker's point of view, is sure to tweak your bunny bone. "The $7.50 Bunny

That Changed the World" is a tribute to his life, the people he inspired, and proof that even the smallest of

creatures can live the biggest of lives.

Penguin Random House

Australia

9780143572763

Pub Date: 9/1/17

Ship Date: 9/1/17

$31.95/$23.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Nature  /  Animals

NAT016000

8 in H | 5 in W

Horse Rescue
Joanne Shoenwald

Contributor Bio
When Joanne Schoenwald attended her first-ever knackery sale, her life changed and she devoted the next

three years to rescuing horses, becoming the founder and president of Charlie's Angels Horse Rescue Inc. She

is a passionate rescuer of all animals and says she has been changed forever by the gifts they have brought

into her life. She lives on the Sunshine Coast with her husband and son and a large and diverse animal

family, including seven horses, which are required to do nothing except enjoy their lives. She also writes

fiction under the name Josephine Moon and thinks it's a great honor to write books for living.

Summary
"What brings me joy are the inspiring, goose-bumping, enlightening rescue stories of exhilarating triumph,

quiet meditative wisdom, life-changing moments and powerful self-healing." Horses are powerful beyond their

physical measures. Through their unique bond to people, horses have the ability to heal, teach, and change

lives. A person might rescue a horse, but so often it ends up being the other way around. And sometimes the

deepest transformations come when we least expect them. Meet Sue Spence, who rescued little Larry, a pony

that helped her through the stages of breast cancer. There's Rebel Morrow, whose journey to the Athens

Olympics with her rescued horse, Groover, is nothing short of miraculous. And there's Michael Williams, in and

out of prison for twelve years and finally seeing some light through the Horses for Hope program. These and

a dozen other rescuers celebrate the special bonds they've formed, and share what they have learned from

their amazing equine companions.
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Penguin Random House

Australia

9780143782094

Pub Date: 10/31/16

$34.95/$46.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Nature  /  Animals

NAT016000

9 in H | 6 in W

Subzero
More Than a Melbourne Cup Hero

Adam Crettenden

Contributor Bio
Adam Crettenden is a racing broadcaster with more than twenty years of broadcasting experience. He has

held his full-time position as a leading voice of Victorian country racing since 1996, calling over 2500 race

meetings. He can be heard on a regular basis via Australia’s racing radio network as well as Sky Racing, and

is also a racecaller and presenter for Racing.com, a free-to-air TV affiliate of Seven West Media. A school

project ignited his desire to become a commentator in 1992, the same year Subzero won the Melbourne Cup.

His admiration of Subzero has led to the comprehensive and methodical research that has been the basis of

this book. Adam Crettenden lives in regional Victoria along with his wife, Kim, and owns several horses, none

of which has won the Melbourne Cup.

Summary
The story of Subzero, one of the most popular horses in Australian history. This is more than a racing story.

Sure, there is the breeder who took a punt on an untried stallion, the owners who thought they were buying a

fast two-year-old, the trainer who was breaking records and the jockey whose career was resurrected by the

promise of a young grey stayer. However, his Melbourne Cup victory became secondary after he formed an

endearing partnership with veteran clerk of the course Graham Salisbury. Subzero was reinvented under

Graham’s care, leading the horse to become a versatile community ambassador, and ultimately to his

induction into the Australian Racing Hall of Fame. He has attended primary schools, visited children in hospital

beds, socialised in aged-care facilities and even shared drinks with publicans in licensed establishments. He

has become a celebrity in his own right, mixing with world leaders, pop stars and actors. This is also a story

of the love that a man has for his best friend, who happens to have four legs and a tail, and answers to the

name Subbie. Subzero’s name...

The History Press

9781841657615

Pub Date: 10/27/16

$9.95/$12.95 Can./£6.00

UK/€6.99 EU

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 1

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W

Larry, the Chief Mouser
And Other Official Cats

Christopher Day

Summary
For 200 years the government has used cats to rid their buildings of mice. For a long time the animals

remained unofficial, but then in the 1930s government departments started to apply to the treasury for a

feline upkeep allowance. The cats thus became ‘official’ members of government and, as it turned out, well

loved. There are many funny stories linked to these cats: Home Office cat ‘Peter the Great’ became a celebrity

in 1958 when the public issued concerns that he wasn’t being paid enough; Peter’s successor, unusually a

female Manx cat, was considered to have a ‘diplomatic background’ and thus gained a pay rise! More recent

cats include Chief Mouser Larry, who appeared at David Cameron’s resignation speech, and the Foreign Office

cat Palmerston, who has a substantial Twitter following. Including letters and memos held by The National

Archives, plus photographs of the cats themselves, this book takes a fresh approach to what goes on at

Whitehall.
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Graffeg

9781912050222

Pub Date: 1/1/17

$16.95/$22.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Other Merchandise

1 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

16.5 in H | 11.7 in W

Many Lemons - Jo Cox Poster
Jo Cox

Contributor Bio
Jo Cox is an artist who uses a variety of techniques, including printmaking, paint, stitching, and collage.

Summary
A print by Jo Cox, featuring Twitter-famous @MySadCat, aka The Bear. One in a series of 10 posters featuring

cat illustrations by Jo Cox. Supplied in a cello-bag with a backing board.

Summersdale

9781849539517

Pub Date: 11/1/17

Ship Date: 11/1/17

$9.95/$12.95 Can./£6.99

UK/€7.99 EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

5.8 in H | 5.8 in W

Cat Therapy
Feline First Aid to Lift the Spirits

Charlie Ellis

Contributor Bio
Charlie Ellis is the author of Animal Selfies, Animals That Saw You Naked, Cat Selfies, and Dog Selfies.

Summary
If you’re feeling stressed or just a bit down in the dumps, Cat Therapy could just be the perfect remedy. This

essential collection of the cutest kitty pics, quotes, and mindfulness tips will help you find a little more calm

and happiness in our hectic world.
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Graffeg

9781912050024

Pub Date: 9/1/17

Ship Date: 9/1/17

$16.95/$22.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Postcard Book or Pack

5 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

6 in H | 6 in W

My Cat Cards by Jo Cox
Jo Cox

Contributor Bio
Jo Cox is an artist who uses a variety of techniques, including printmaking, paint, stitching, and collage.

Summary
This pack of five greetings cards features Jo Cox's charming linocut illustrations of her son Tom's cats, The

Bear, Shipley, and Roscoe. The Bear and Shipley are known on Twitter as @mysadcat and @myswearycat.

Packaged in a clear gift box, this pack of five cards are blank inside for your own message.

Graffeg

9781912050949

Pub Date: 12/1/17

Ship Date: 12/1/17

$11.95/$15.95 Can./£6.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Wall Calendar

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

8 in H | 8 in W

My Smug Cat 2018 Calendar
Tom Cox

Contributor Bio
Tom Cox is a humor writer, the Guardian's former rock music critic, and the author of The Good, The Bad,

and The Furry. Still a regular columnist for the Guardian, Tom also writes a column for Your Cat magazine and

various other publications.

Summary
A large-format wall calendar featuring 12 hilarious photographs and captions from @MySmugCat, aka Ralph, a

hunk, dandy and all-around smug cat living in Devon. Supplied shrink-wrapped with a backing board.
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Graffeg

9781912050789

Pub Date: 9/1/17

Ship Date: 9/1/17

$11.95/$15.95 Can./£6.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Wall Calendar

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

8 in H | 8 in W

Jo Cox 2018 Calendar
Jo Cox 2018 Calendar

Jo Cox

Contributor Bio
Jo Cox is an artist who uses a variety of techniques, including printmaking, paint, stitching, and collage.

Summary
This charming wall calendar features 12 of artist Jo Cox's light-hearted drawings, linocuts and paintings of her

son Tom's adorable cats. Supplied shrink-wrapped with a backing board.

Summersdale

9781849539487

Pub Date: 9/1/17

Ship Date: 9/1/17

$9.95/$12.95 Can./£6.99

UK/€8.49 EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

6.3 in H | 4.8 in W | 0.6 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

What Is Your Cat Really Thinking?
Sophie Johnson, Dannyboy

Contributor Bio
Sophie Johnson is a writer and comedian. Dannyboy is an illustrator.

Summary
When you look into the enigmatic eyes of your beloved cat, it can be hard to know just what on earth is going

through their curious minds. Well you needn’t wonder any more, because after intensive research and cat

psychology study, we have cracked the kitty code and can now reveal all the secrets of the feline world. You'll

find out what your curious kitty really thinks when you try to play with them, and why it is they love knocking

things off tables.
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Ebury Press

9781785035265

Pub Date: 2/23/17

$79.95/£45.00 UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

464 Pages

Carton Qty: 1

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004010

10 in H | 7.5 in W

The Kennel Club's Illustrated Breed Standards: The Official Guide to

Registered Breeds
The Kennel Club

Contributor Bio
The Kennel Club was founded in 1873, and is the world's oldest authoritative body dealing with dog breeds

and breed standards. Today the Kennel Club is concerned with promoting the general improvement of dogs

and encouraging responsible ownership, in addition to the conduct of dog shows and trials. The Kennel Club is

responsible for the licensing of nearly 5,000 canine competitions a year, all of which are held under Kennel

Club Regulations.

Summary
The Kennel Club's Breed Standards form the basis for judging dogs at all licensed breed shows. This fully

revised edition of the authoritative guide outlines the descriptive "standards" for each of the 201 pure breeds

of dog now recognized by the Kennel Club. The book has been completely updated by a panel of experts to

incorporate the latest standards for all breeds in each of the principal categories—Hound, Gundog, Terrier,

Utility, Working, Pastoral, and Toy. As well as providing a beautiful color photograph of each dog, each entry

contains a history of the breed, including its origins and function, as well as a full description outlining its

essential features. There is also useful advice on the nature of each breed and practical information to help

guide anyone who is buying a dog, as well as a glossary of canine terms. This book is essential reading for

anyone who owns, or hopes to own, a pedigree dog and is indispensable for breeders, judges, and those

professionally involved with dogs.

Ebury Press

9781785034374

Pub Date: 9/1/17

Ship Date: 9/1/17

$22.95/£12.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004010

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |

1.2 lb Wt

Choosing the Perfect Puppy
Pippa Mattinson

Contributor Bio
Pippa Mattinson has over 30 years’ experience of training dogs and is the author of The Happy Puppy

Handbook,The Labrador Handbook, and Total Recall.

Summary
Somewhere out there is the dog of your dreams! With over 200 breeds to choose from, how do you know

which would be right for you? In this book you will discover how to compare pedigree with mixed breeds;

at-a-glance information on the most popular dog breeds in the world; how to choose the best place to start

searching; and how to choose the right puppy from a litter. This book tells you everything you need to know

before you welcome a puppy into your life.
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Penguin Random House

Australia

9780143573715

Pub Date: 4/1/16

$23.95/$31.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

288 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

8 in H | 5 in W

PetRescue's Amazing Dog Stories
Saskia Adams, Vickie Davy

Contributor Bio
Saskia Adams is a freelance writer and editor. She spent ten years working at Penguin Books before her

ever-increasing number of rescue animals necessitated a treechange to the Yarra Valley. In 2011 Saskia

co-founded Forever Friends Animal Rescue Inc., which has already saved and rehomed over a thousand dogs,

cats, puppies and kittens from death row in pounds and shelters. Her previous books include Unconditional

Love: PetRescue's Great Animal Stories and PetRescue's Amazing Dog Stories. Vickie Davy is a founding

director of PetRescue. After leaving a successful career in advertising and marketing, she helped to build

PetRescue into Australia's largest online animal welfare organization. Vickie is also a qualified behavioural dog

trainer, and she lives in Melbourne with her partner and new baby.

Summary
Every dog has a tale . . . This uplifting collection brings together over 100 original stories of canine survival,

loyalty and unconditional love. These dogs have overcome troubled backgrounds to bring joy, companionship

and adventure to the lives of their new families. There's Fudge, who braved a house fire to save his owner;

Barnaby, Australia's saddest dog, who conquered severe agoraphobia after being mistreated; the tale of a

real-life Milo and Otis; Dusty's special bond with his eleven-year-old best mate; and Sasha, the three-legged

assistant ambulance driver. There are also stories of doggie heroics, quirky skills and friendships that were

just meant to be. PetRescue keeps tails wagging by helping over 25 000 dogs each year find their new best

friend. These stories come from volunteers, vets, as well as pets' adopted families and show how relationships

with dogs can enrich our lives.

Penguin Random House

Australia

9780143783237

Pub Date: 9/15/17

Ship Date: 9/15/17

$28.95/$38.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

240 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

7.8 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.7 in T

| 1.2 lb Wt

The Extraordinary Life of Pikelet
Calley Gibson

Contributor Bio
Director of Padfoot Whiskers & Wings Pet Photography & dog mum to famous social media rescue pup,

Pikelet, Calley Gibson spends her time photographing much loved & cherished family pets, from all over

Sydney as well as volunteering her photographic skills to promote and bring awareness to animals in need of

rescue & forever homes. Calley's background in photography was finessed during her years of commercial and

artistic photography study at KVB Institute of Technology and later working as an art buyer and in print

studios at some of Sydney's largest mainstream advertising agencies. Over the past 10 years, Calley has

continued to be a dedicated and passionate shelter volunteer, fund raiser, advocate and foster mum for a

variety of dog and animal rescue organizations. She lives in Balmain with her husband and dog children Betty,

Blanche, Pikelet and Patty Cakes. The Extraordinary Life of Pikelet is her first book.

Summary
All it took for a tiny, no-name pup from the pound was someone to believe in him – and save him from death

row – and an internet sensation was born. With his extremely good looks and pawfect cheekbones, Pikelet

now lives the charmed life in inner-city Sydney, a foster brother to an extraordinary number of other pooches

and pups, as well as an unexpected pair of ducklings and one larger-than-life pig. With his signature style and

good humour, Pikelet shares the highs and lows of pet rescue and foster care, and will show you that a dog’s

life is the only life, after all. Illustrated throughout with iconic photos from his social media as well as never-

before-seen snapshots from Life of Pikelet HQ, Pikelet’s memoir is as unique as the dog himself. "Go grab

yourself a cuppa, find a comfy spot on your couch and settle in. The story that I’m about to share with you is

the very extraordinary life of me, Pikelet Butterwiggle Stoll."
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Virgin Books

9780753557426

Pub Date: 11/1/17

Ship Date: 11/1/17

$14.95/£7.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 1

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 0.7 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

Daisy's Gift
The Remarkable Cancer-Detecting Dog Who Saved My Life

Claire Guest

Contributor Bio
Claire Guest has been involved in the training of dogs for tasks involving scent for more than 20 years. She

is currently Chief Executive and Director of Operations for the charity Medical Detection Dogs, an organization

that trains dogs to identify human disease by odor. They are currently working on a number of pioneering

research projects involving canine olfaction, including the training of dogs to detect cancer, blood sugar

changes, and Addison's disease. In 2011, she was awarded an Honorary Doctor of Science in recognition of an

outstanding contribution to development of new approaches for the detection of life threatening diseases.

Summary
Claire Guest was walking her dogs when Daisy, a fox red Labrador, nudged her breast insistently and stared

up into her face with her big brown eyes. Sensing something was wrong, Claire visited her GP and soon found

out she had a very deep—and difficult to diagnose—form of breast cancer. Daisy had saved her life, simply by

smelling her cancer. With her scientific background and deep love of dogs, Claire intuited that Daisy and her

canine pals could save many more lives, and set up the charity Medical Detection Dogs. Though faced with

many challenges, Claire and her dogs have proven to be a remarkable asset to cancer detection, and have

changed the lives of many seriously ill people and their families. This is the story of how our relationship with

dogs can unleash life-saving talents, changing not only the medical world, but our own lives too.

Summersdale

9781849539524

Pub Date: 11/1/17

Ship Date: 11/1/17

$9.95/$12.95 Can./£6.99

UK/€7.99 EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

5.8 in H | 5.8 in W

Dog Therapy
Canine First Aid to Lift the Spirits

Charlie Ellis

Contributor Bio
Charlie Ellis is the author of Animal Selfies, Animals That Saw You Naked, Cat Selfies, and Dog Selfies.

Summary
If you’re feeling stressed or just a bit down in the dumps, Dog Therapy could be the perfect remedy. This

essential collection of the cutest canine pics, quotes, and mindfulness tips will help you find a little more calm

and happiness in our hectic world.
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Ebury Press

9781785034442

Pub Date: 6/1/17

Ship Date: 6/1/17

$17.95/£9.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

480 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 1.2 in T

Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B&Bs: 6th Edition
Catherine Phillips

Contributor Bio
Cath Phillips worked for many years Time Out Guides in London, and is now a freelance editor and writer.

Summary
What happens when you want to take a holiday, or even just pop out for a drink, and your dog looks up at

you with those expectant eyes? Do you know which pubs welcome muddy paws with a bowl of water and a

dog biscuit? Or where you and your dog can both enjoy a comfortable overnight stay? From the editors of the

UK's No 1 travel guide, the much loved Good Pub Guide, comes the latest edition of the Good Guide to Dog

Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B&Bs. Featuring fully updated information, the guide provides you with hundreds of

wonderful places in the UK to drink, eat, and stay with your pet. With this book to hand, there's no need to

leave your dog at home. Faithful friends deserve a break, too!

Penguin UK

9780241975497

Pub Date: 11/1/17

Ship Date: 11/1/17

$16.95/£9.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

7.3 in H | 5.3 in W

The Goodness of Dogs
The Human's Guide to Choosing, Buying, Training, Feeding, Living With and Caring For Your Dog

India Knight

Contributor Bio
India Knight is the author of My Life on a Plate and a columnist for the Sunday Times. Sally Muir is an

artist. Her awards include the Holburne Museum Portrait Prize and the BentonHuxley Purchase Prize,

Discerning Eye.

Summary
This book is a celebration of happy dogs and the happy people who own them. At once a companion, a

manual, and a repository of useful information, The Goodness of Dogs also contains avid dog-lover India

Knight's reflections on the sheer excellence of dogs and the life-enhancing delight of dog ownership. If you

have reached dog nirvana, you will recognize yourself. If you haven't yet—this book will help you. With

chapters ranging from how to choose a breed (and where to get it from), to the joy and chaos of puppies, to

feeding and training your dog, to choosing a vet, and even how to cope with illnesses and death, The

Goodness of Dogs will take you through every facet of dog ownership. Full of India Knight's inimitable wit and

the sound advice she is famous for, and beautifully illustrated by artist Sally Muir, this book will make the

perfect gift for any dog-lover.
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Black & White Publishing

9781785300851

Pub Date: 11/1/17

Ship Date: 11/1/17

$11.95/$15.95 Can./£7.99

UK/€9.49 EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 23

Humor  /  Topic

HUM009000

5.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.6 in T

| 0.7 lb Wt

Lovecats
A Book of Cat Lovers for Cat-Lovers

Hugo Ross

Contributor Bio
Hugo Ross is a photographer and a volunteer at his local pet rescue center.

Summary
We all know that cats can be temperamental, aloof, reserved. But while we humans are often given the cold

shoulder, there is nothing cats love more than a cuddle with their furry friends. Lovecats takes a look behind

their cool exterior, capturing the cuddly kittens and affectionate felines that they really are. Whether they are

sunbathing in the garden, snuggled on a blanket, climbing trees together, or keeping each other pristine, this

stunning compilation of photographs captures cats at their most adorable. Perfect for cat lovers, or simply

lovers, this gorgeous collection is sure to melt any heart.

Black & White Publishing

9781785300844

Pub Date: 11/1/17

Ship Date: 11/1/17

$11.95/$15.95 Can./£7.99

UK/€9.99 EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Humor  /  Topic

HUM009000

5.5 in H | 5.5 in W

Puppy Love
A Book of Dog Lovers for Dog-Lovers

Hugo Ross

Contributor Bio
Hugo Ross is a photographer and a volunteer at his local pet rescue center.

Summary
Dogs may be man's best friend, but there is no stronger bond than that which exists between a pup and his

pals. Whether they are sharing their bowls, playing with their favorite toy, or are snuggled up together in their

favorite sofa spot, there is no love quite like puppy love. From puppy piles to old crooners, Puppy Love is

filled with beautiful photos of canine kindred spirits—in all shapes and sizes! Perfect for dog lovers, or simply

lovers, this collection of dogs at their most adorable is sure to melt any heart.
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Transworld Publishers

9780593077368

Pub Date: 8/11/16

$22.95/£12.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

336 Pages

Carton Qty: 14

Social Science  /  People

With Disabilities

SOC029000

8.8 in H | 5.8 in W | 1.2 in T

| 1.1 lb Wt

Sam and Chester
How a Mischievous Pig Transformed the Life of My Autistic Son

Jo Bailey-Merritt

Contributor Bio
Jo Bailey lives with her two sons, Sam and Will, and her husband, Darren, as well as Chester the pig.

Summary
When Sam Bailey-Merritt was just two years old, almost overnight he lost the ability to communicate or

function. His mother, Jo, was at a loss as to what to do as she saw her son grow increasingly isolated and

begin to suffer from uncontrollable meltdowns. Eventually, Sam was diagnosed with autism. Sam's condition

continued to worsen and, just when Jo had all but given up hope of being able to help him, the family went

on a day trip to a nearby miniature pig farm. Sam immediately bonded with a tiny ginger piglet called

Chester, who stood sad and alone, apart from the rest of the litter. The connection between the boy and the

animal was immediate and their unusual friendship blossomed from the moment the family brought Chester

home. The tiny pig refused to leave Sam's side—it was as if he knew that Sam needed a friend. And, for the

first time in five years, Jo saw her son really laugh. While Sam's confidence grew, Chester grew in a different

way: the micro pig that was supposed to become the size of a Cocker Spaniel in fact ballooned to three times

that size—with hilarious consequence...

Ebury Press

9781785035111

Pub Date: 7/1/17

Ship Date: 7/1/17

$17.95/£9.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 1

Travel  /  Europe

TRV009070

6.3 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

London For Dogs
A Dog-Friendly Guide to the Best of the City

Sarah Guy

Contributor Bio
Sarah Guy has written about London for many years, covering everything from restaurants and shops to

architecture and walks. While working at Time Out she commissioned and edited hundreds of books, from

travel guides to photography collections, and for a long time she was the Editor of the Time Out Guide to

Eating & Drinking in London.

Summary
London for Dogs features more than 120 ideas for things to do with your dog in the city. Organized around

each borough from North to South, East to West, there’s something to discover whether you want to be

surprised by a gem just round the corner or fancy exploring somewhere further afield. Including pubs, cafes,

and restaurants that welcome dogs with enthusiasm, find the best places to enjoy a quiet hour or meet up

with friends, and maybe even discover your new local. As well as London’s more obvious green spaces, this

guide will also highlight unsung parks, such as the lovely Hilly Fields in South East London. There’ll also be

suggestions of weekend activities such as the Lee Valley dog agility course, which includes jumps, hoops, and

a high walk. For less energetic things to do on the weekends, the guide will also cover behaviorists, groomers,

and quirky dog boutiques where you can treat your pooch to everything from handmade treats to tweed dog

collars. Looking to escape city life for a day? The guide also includes inspiration for short trips away, as well

as top 10 lists for th...
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Finch Publishing

9781925048490

Pub Date: 6/1/16

Ship Date: 6/1/16

$19.95/$23.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

272 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

Biography & Autobiography

BIO000000

8.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T |

0.7 lb Wt

All Things Strange and Wonderful
My Adventures as a Vet in Africa

Dr. Reb

Contributor Bio
Dr. Reb is an American citizen currently residing in Western Australia with his family. He has a degree in

veterinary science and is a member of the American Veterinary Medical Associations. His adventures in Malawi

were the result of a stint with the Peace Corp.

Summary
As a newly graduated vet Dr. Reb signed up for a two-year stint with the Peace Corp Volunteers, and found

himself in Malawi. A national fuel shortage meant no delivery of supplies, and he had to improvise at every

turn. Then he was introduced to a local witch doctor, Dr. Mzimba, and two very sick puppies, Skippy and Bozo.

After shaking my hand, Dr. Mzimba took hold of both of my wrists and turned them over so that the palms

faced upward. As he studied them, they began to tingle. The Peace Corps had given me extensive

crosscultural training, but I didn’t recall anything about greetings of this nature. Then he stared into my eyes

and while the tingling in my hands began to fade, my cheeks now felt as if an electrical charge was passing

through them. Through a smile that filled his face, he said, “I’ve been waiting a long time for you, Dokotala.”

So began Dr. Reb’s strange and wonderful adventures, where he discovered that in Africa anything can

happen and usually does, especially when puppies become your companions in body as well as spirit.

Virgin Books

9780753557433

Pub Date: 7/14/16

$22.95/£12.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Biography & Autobiography

 /  Medical

BIO017000

8.7 in H | 5.7 in W | 1.2 in T

| 1 lb Wt

Daisy?s Gift
The Remarkable Cancer-Detecting Dog Who Saved My Life

Claire Guest
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Allen & Unwin

9781760292829

Pub Date: 5/1/17

Ship Date: 5/1/17

$19.95/$25.95 Can./£14.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

248 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Biography & Autobiography

 /  Medical

BIO017000

9.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T |

0.8 lb Wt

The Desert Vet
How a City Boy became a Bedouin Nomad and Spent Thirty Years Caring for a Menagerie of Camels

and Other Exotic Creatures

Alex Tinson, David Hardaker

Contributor Bio
Alex Tinson has lived and worked in the United Arab Emirates as a vet for nearly 30 years. David Hardaker

is a former ABC Middle East correspondent and Walkley Award winning journalist. He has lived and worked for

many years in the Arab world and speaks Arabic.

Summary
When vet Alex Tinson was plucked from the Australian outback to be chief vet in charge of the United Arab

Emirates President's racing camels, he was given a mission: to make the camels the best in all of Arabia.

Thirty years later he is still there, having become the world's leading camel vet while caring for a menagerie

of unusual animals along the way. But this is more than a story about exotic creatures. It is about crossing

boundaries of race and religion to create a life full of possibility, of being introduced to the reclusive world of

the Gulf Royal families and of sharing the rich lives of Alex's Bedouin family and friends. Warm and generous,

intriguing and compelling, this book shows us inside a world few have entered.

Ebury Press

9781785032004

Pub Date: 8/25/16

$12.95/£6.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 1

Biography & Autobiography

 /  People With Disabilities

BIO033000

7.8 in H | 5 in W

Toby and Sox
The Heartwarming Tale of a Little Boy with Autism and a Dog in a Million

Vikky Turner, Neil Turner
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Bedazzled Ink Publishing

9781945805066

Pub Date: 4/1/17

Ship Date: 4/1/17

$10.95/$14.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

168 Pages

Carton Qty: 30

Biography & Autobiography

 /  Personal Memoirs

BIO026000

8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.4 lb Wt

Dog Church
Gail Gilmore

Contributor Bio
Gail Gilmore is a career advisor at Harvard University’s Faculty of Arts and Sciences and a volunteer for

Missing Dogs Massachusetts. She lives in the Boston area with her spouse and two Puerto Rican rescue dogs.

Dog Church is her first book.

Summary
Does saving a life always mean preserving it, or does it sometimes mean letting go? When Gail Gilmore's

beloved dog Chispa is diagnosed with Canine Cognitive Dysfunction, her first instinct is to do everything

possible to bring the symptoms of this neurologically debilitating condition under control. But treatments fail,

and Chispa's symptoms worsen. Faced with emotionally complicated questions and difficult ethical decisions,

Gail repeatedly visits the one place where she believes she might find the spiritual guidance and wisdom

needed to make the best choice for Chispa—a tiny, extraordinary church in St. Johnsbury, Vermont called the

Dog Chapel. Within the chapel, its walls deeply layered with overlapping photographs and notes from

thousands of previous visitors to dogs loved and lost, Gail finds both answers and peace in the wise words of

the unknown people she comes to consider her tribe. A story of unconditional love and devotion, Dog Church

is also a story of finding comfort in faith and the ways in which the emotional threads of love and grief can

bind complete strangers toget...

Finch Publishing

9780987419637

Pub Date: 10/1/15

Ship Date: 10/1/15

$19.95/$23.39 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 36

Biography & Autobiography

 /  Women

BIO022000

Territory: US & CA

8.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

A Life Worth Riding
Sandi Simons

Contributor Bio
Sandi Simons specializes in assisting women regain their confidence in themselves and in riding no matter

what their discipline or level of experience. She is a regular contributor to an extensive range of horse

magazines throughout Australia. Her Confidence Clinics and Camps are in constant demand throughout

Australia and North America. Website: www.sandisimons.com.au

Summary
Sandi Simons recounts how she recovered from a life of abuse and trauma to help other women

rediscover their self-confidence through working with horses in her hugely popular Confidence

Clinics in Australia and the U.S.

Sandi Simons grew up in a small country town and, like many young girls, developed a passion for horses.

However, her childhood was far from easy. At a very young age, she was placed in a situation in which her

innocence was destroyed and her life affected forever. Then she watched her parents’ marriage fall apart and

her mother suffer debilitating depression. She moved out of home hoping to improve her situation. However,

Sandi soon found herself a teenage mom at the age of 14, and a series of abusive relationships followed. But

somewhere in her heart she knew there was always hope for a better life, and always horses waiting for her.

After meeting talented horseman David Simons, Sandi realized that her life experiences had completely

destroyed her confidence in everything she did, including riding horses. Determined to overcome her fears,

she worked with David to reg...
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Council Oak Books

9781571783400

Pub Date: 12/15/16

Ship Date: 12/15/16

$8.95/$11.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 54

Body, Mind & Spirit  / 

Mindfulness & Meditation

OCC010000

Series: Meditative & Mindful

Coloring

8.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.4 lb Wt

That Cat Book Coloring Book
Inspiring Change Through Meditative Coloring

Lilly Perrott

Contributor Bio
After completing her Advanced Diploma in Illustration Design, Lilly Perrott furthered her education at New

York's School of Visual Arts. Over her stay she interned as a graphic designer at Inked Magazine US including

Freshly Inked Magazine and Inked Girls. Lilly also contributes to New York based magazine, Fab Ego as

Associate Illustration Editor and creates monthly fashion illustrations to accompany editorials. After recently

settling back into Sydney, Lilly currently is the resident designer of La La Land.

Summary
With the use of sixteen intricate illustrations, illustrator, designer and cat fanatic, Lilly Perrott has brought a

playful and beautiful coloring experience to part-time artists and cat lovers alike!

Breckling Press

9781933308463

Pub Date: 11/1/15

Ship Date: 11/1/15

$9.95/$11.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 56

Crafts & Hobbies  / 

Needlework

CRA015000

Territory: WOR X AU & UK

6 in H | 6 in W | 0.4 lb Wt

PuppyKnits
12 QuickKnit Fashions for Your Best Friend

Jil Eaton

Contributor Bio
Jil Eaton is an internationally acclaimed knitwear designer whose work regularly appears in Vogue Knitting

International. She has published and distributed worldwide a collection of hand-knitting patterns under the

Minnowknits label. She is the author of Minnies, Pipsqueak Knits, SimpleChic, and Top Dog Knits. She lives in

Portland, Maine.

Summary
Sweet and funny with sensational color photos that inspire crafts enthusiasts to knit for their dogs

Cute everyday sweaters and ritzy special occasion designs even include a felted, waterproof sweater for

drizzly days. As well as sweaters, there are hats for every occasion, such as the Holiday Spritz and the Puppy

Fez. All are knitted in fine quality yarns that are soft, sumptuous, and never itchy. The book also showcases a

range of accessories, such as a collar and leash, felted toys, and a cozy doggie bed. A measuring chart for

breeds of all sizes, knit-to-fit instructions, and a primer on basic stitches make this an all-in-one guide in a

fun, portable format. Quick to knit and very functional, these are knits that any pooch would be happy to

wear.
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Breckling Press

9781933308166

Pub Date: 12/20/06

$14.95/$17.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 36

Crafts & Hobbies  / 

Needlework

CRA015000

6 in H | 6 in W | 0.2 in T |

0.8 lb Wt

Top Dog Knits
12 QuickKnit Fashions for Your Big Best Friend

Jil Eaton

Contributor Bio
Jil Eaton is an internationally acclaimed knitwear designer whose work regularly appears in Vogue Knitting

International. She has published and distributed a collection of hand-knitting patterns worldwide under the

Minnowknits label. She is the author of After Dark, Minnies, PuppyKnits, and SimpleChic. She lives in Portland,

Maine.

Summary
Showing off a dog’s distinctive attitude is easy and stylish with this collection of 12 colorful and upbeat

knitwear designs for medium to large dogs. Patterns for classy, special-occasion knits, warm coats and hats,

and adorable everyday sweaters blend simple shapes and sumptuous yarn with high-energy colors to create

sophisticated canine apparel. A photo gallery of the designs contains a profile for each of the “top dog”

models—including Hugo, a firehouse Dalmatian and Rheinhard, a German–Setter rescue dog. A measuring

chart for mid- to large-size breeds, knit-to-fit instructions, and a primer on basic stitches make this an

all-in-one guide in a fun, portable format. Quick to knit and very functional, these are knits that any pooch

would be happy to wear.

Black & White Publishing

9781845027070

Pub Date: 2/1/15

$15.95/$20.95 Can./£9.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Family & Relationships  / 

Autism Spectrum Disorders

FAM048000

9 in H | 6 in W

All Because Of Henry
Nuala Gardner
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Head of Zeus

9781784082000

Pub Date: 5/1/16

Ship Date: 5/1/16

$14.95 Can./£7.99

UK/€10.49 EU

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Fiction  /  Alternative History

FIC040000

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.8 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

Sirius
The Story of a Little Dog Who Almost Changed History

Jonathan Crown

Contributor Bio
Jonathan Crown's fox terrier Louis—Sirius's grandson—told him this family history, Crown simply wrote it all

down. This is, therefore, the first ever novel written by a dog.

Summary
Berlin, 1938: Sirius, a dashing fox terrior, lives a charmed life with the German Jewish Liliencrons. But, with

the rise of Nazism, the Liliencrons decide to leave Berlin for Hollywood. Sirius takes his destiny into his own

hands with the kind of melancholic mirth exclusive to his breed. He becomes a celebrated film star and circus

performer, friend to Rita Hayworth and Cary Grant. But, when a magic trick goes wrong, Sirius ends up back

in war-torn Berlin. Never one to despair, he finds himself in the Führer's headquarters as Adolf Hitler's lap

dog—and an informant for the resistance. Dictated to him by his dog Louis—Sirius's grandson—Jonathan

Crown has at last made this inspiring story available to the non-canine population.

Fulcrum Publishing

9781555911126

Pub Date: 4/1/06

$14.95/£9.99 UK/€11.99 EU

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Print Run: 8K

History  /  Native American

HIS028000

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.8 in T |

0.8 lb Wt

Song for the Horse Nation
Horses in Native American Cultures

National Museum of the American Indian, Emil Her M...

Contributor Bio
The National Museum of the American Indian is part of the Smithsonian Institution and speaks on diverse

subjects, including native artistic traditions. Emil Her Many Horses (Oglala Lakota) is an associate curator at

the National Museum of the American Indian and the lead curator for Our Universes, one of the museum's

four inaugural exhibitions. Her Many Horses lives in Washington, D.C. George Horse Capture (A'aninin) grew

up on the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation in north-central Montana. He worked for the National Museum of

the American Indian for 11 years, most recently as the senior counselor to the director. He retired in 2005,

returning to Fort Belknap with his wife, Kay-Karol Horse Capture.

Summary
The tradition of horses in Native American culture, depicted through images, essays, and quotes. For many

Native Americans, each animal and bird that surrounded them was part of a nation of its own, and none was

more vital to both survival and culture than the horse.
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Pan Macmillan
9781447268086
Pub Date: 5/1/16
On Sale Date: 11/18/14
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$16.95/$15.99 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 12 And Up
Humor  /  Form
HUM001000

6.9 in H | 5.9 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

Off the Leash: A Dog's Best Friend
Rupert Fawcett

Contributor Bio
Rupert Fawcett is a cartoonist whose collections include Off the Leash: The Secret Life of Dogs and Off the

Leash: It's a Dog's Life.

Summary
In its first year as a daily cartoon blog on Facebook, Off the Leash developed a regular daily following of half

a million dog lovers from around the world, and has become a place where people who are passionate about

pooches share anecdotes, pictures and jokes. Capturing the secret thoughts and dreams of dogs, Rupert

Fawcett's cartoons are brilliantly observed, and touchingly true to life. As well as the best dog photos sent in

by fans of Off the Leash: A Dog's Best Friend rounds up a new selection of touching, hilarious drawings of

dogs of every size, shape and breed doing what they do best: stealing beds, out-smarting cats and questing

for the perfect stick.

Summersdale
9781840247848
Pub Date: 10/1/11
$9.95/$10.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Humor
HUM000000

5.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.5 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

When Cats Turn Bad
Kitty Litter

Summary
At last, a book that exposes cats' true agenda

They may look cute and fluffy, they may even appear affectionate—but don't be fooled. This is what happens

when cats turn bad, and it's not pretty. These foul felines are rude, crude, and off-color. Combining photos of

the coolest cats with captions that reveal their inner wickedness, this book shows that our furry friends are up

to no good. Humans have been warned.
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Summersdale
9781849536462
Pub Date: 12/1/14
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$9.95/$11.95 Can./£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Humor  /  Topic
HUM009000

5.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Cat Selfies
Charlie Ellis

Contributor Bio
Charlie Ellis is the author of Dog Selfies.

Summary
An amusing collection of cats taking "selfies"

Everyone is snapping selfies, and cats are no exception! From the sublime to the ridiculous, this book collects

the best photos of felines who have taken the selfie craze into their own paws.

Summersdale
9781849536455
Pub Date: 12/1/14
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$9.95/$11.95 Can./£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Humor  /  Topic
HUM009000

5.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

Dog Selfies
Charlie Ellis

Contributor Bio
Charlie Ellis is the author of Cat Selfies.

Summary
A hilarious collection of dogs taking "selfies"

Everyone is snapping selfies, and dogs are no exception! Animal selfies are increasingly popular on the

internet and beyond. From the sublime to the ridiculous, this book collects the best photos of mutts who have

taken the selfie craze into their own paws.
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Summersdale
9781849537865
Pub Date: 5/1/17
Ship Date: 5/1/17
$9.95/$12.95 Can./£6.99
UK/€7.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Humor  /  Topic
HUM009000

5.8 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Doggy Style
Milly Brown

Contributor Bio
Milly Brown is the author of Animals in Love, Love Puppies, and The Wind in My Ears.

Summary
Long gone are the days of tartan overcoats and frumpy quilted jackets: today's pooches are revolutionizing

street style. From sausage dogs dressed as hot dogs to Dalmatian firemen, these photos of on-point pups are

the ultimate in canine couture!

Black & White Publishing
9781785300004
Pub Date: 8/1/17
Ship Date: 8/1/17
$14.95/$18.95 Can./£9.99
UK/€12.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Humor  /  Topic
HUM009000

7 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.7 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

Dogs in Snow
The Ultimate Collection

Hugo Ross

Contributor Bio
Hugo Ross is a photographer and a volunteer at his local pet rescue center.

Summary
Dogs just love the snow! Whether they're running around, playing, catching snowballs, rolling in it or digging,

dogs are doing what they do best—having fun! This beautiful collection shows all sorts of dogs having all sorts

of fun in the snow.
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Ebury Press
9781785034091
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$15.95/£8.99 UK/€12.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Humor  /  Topic
HUM009000

8.3 in H | 6 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Earl the Grump
If Every Dog Has His Day, Then Where the Hell Is Mine?

Derek Bloomfield, Christie Bloomfield

Summary
Earl has a bone to pick. He doesn’t want you to love him. All Earl wants is to be left in peace to eat, scratch,

and sleep. But he now has to put up with being a global internet sensation. Please just leave him alone and

stop being so utterly stupid and annoying.

Triumph Books
9781629371634
Pub Date: 4/15/16
Ship Date: 4/15/16
$12.95/$13.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Humor  /  Topic
HUM009000

6 in H | 5 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

Making the Most of All Nine Lives
The Extraordinary Life of Buffy the Cat

Sandy Robins, Paul Smulson

Contributor Bio
Sandy Robins is an award-winning pet lifestyle expert and a popular TV and radio guest. She is the author of

several books on cats, including For the Love of Cats: From A to Z, and her work appears regularly on

MSNBC.com and in various magazines. She lives in California. Paul Smulson was a Chicago Daily Defender

sports photographer for 15 years during the Michael Jordan era. His photographs also appeared in Sport

Magazine, Chicago Sun-Times, and Fox Sports' Beyond the Glory.

Summary
If cats really did have nine lives, none would live all of them as fully as Buffy, an orange tabby from the

suburbs of Chicago. In the course of his lifetime, Buffy was a bartender, a judge, a DJ, a teacher, and a dental

hygienist. Like many who live and work in a city, he spent his days eating breakfast, commuting on public

transit, going grocery shopping, and enjoying a cold beverage at the end of a long day. There were the chores

—mowing the lawn, chopping firewood—but then on weekends, he laid out at the beach, took the kayak out

on the water, went fishing, and relaxed by listening to music. Follow Buffy along on 100 of his adventures,

depicted in full-color photography, and learn what it means to make the most of all nine lives!
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Pan Macmillan
9780752265742
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$16.95/£9.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Ages 12 And Up
Humor  /  Topic
HUM009000

6.9 in H | 5.9 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

Off the Leash: It's a Dog's Life
Rupert Fawcett

Contributor Bio
Rupert Fawcett is a cartoonist whose past collections include Off the Leash: The Secret Life of Dogs and Off

the Leash: A Dog's Best Friend.

Summary
In its first year as a daily cartoon blog on Facebook, Off the Leash developed a regular daily following of half

a million dog lovers from around the world, and has become a place where people who are passionate about

pooches share anecdotes, pictures and jokes. Capturing the secret thoughts and dreams of dogs, Rupert

Fawcett's cartoons are brilliantly observed, and touchingly true to life. This third book celebrates the

wonderful world we create for our dogs, from the gloriously cheeky pooches who steal our sofa space,

out-smart cats and wrap us around their little paws, to the adoring four-legged friends who want nothing

more than our complete and undivided attention. Featuring dogs of every size, shape and breed, these

cartoons delightfully capture the glorious relationships between dogs and their owners.

Prion
9781853759413
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$9.95/£4.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Humor  /  Topic
HUM009000

7 in H | 4.5 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.2 lb Wt

The Most Amazing YouTube Cat Videos Ever!
120 of the Coolest, Craziest and Funniest Internet Kitty Clips

Matthew Woods

Contributor Bio
Matthew Woods is a celebrated entertainment journalist and self-confessed YouTube addict.

Summary
More than 6 billion hours of video are watched each month of YouTube—still the world's number one video

sharing website. Not all of these are cat videos—but they do make up a significant proportion, as more and

more people get involved in what can now truly be described as an industry in its own right. With more than

two million YouTube cat videos, there are festivals and award ceremonies celebrating the best examples of

feline footage. Now The Most Amazing YouTube Cat Videos Ever! brings together the cutest, funniest, and

most spectacular examples of the unstoppable Internet phenomenon in one carefully curated collection. From

global viral hits to hidden gems and the most creative spins on this fast-moving new genre, this is the perfect

gift for cat video experts and newbies alike.
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Summersdale
9781849530910
Pub Date: 11/1/11
$7.95/$8.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 100
Humor  /  Topic
HUM009000
Series: You Know You're A . .
.

4.5 in H | 4.5 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

You Know You're a Cat Lover When . . .
Ben Fraser

Contributor Bio
Ben Fraser is the author of The Football Lover's Companion and The Golf Lover's Companion.

Summary
A handy symptoms guide to discern when love for your little lion has turned to lunacy

You know you're a cat lover when you perch precariously on the arm rest rather than evict your feline friend

from the best seat in the house. If this sounds all too familiar, read on to discover whether you're the number

one member of the feline fan club or just plain mouser mad!

Upstart Press
9781927262283
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$9.99/$11.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 108
Ages 3 And Under, Grades P
And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002050

8.3 in H | 11 in W | 0.1 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Pussycat Pussycat
Purrfect Nursery Rhymes

Donovan Bixley

Contributor Bio
Donovan Bixley is an illustrator and designer. He has illustrated more than 100 stories, including the

bestselling children’s book Old Macdonald’s Farm and The Wheels on the Bus. He has also written and

illustrated half a dozen books of his own, including Faithfully Mozart.

Summary
Pussycat Pussycat includes four nursery rhymes about cats. Here are "Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat," "Two Little

Kittens," "Hey Diddle Diddle," and "The Owl and the Pussycat" as you’ve never seen them, with Donovan’s

beautiful, vibrant, amusing illustrations. Fun for the kids, and fun for the adults!
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Allen & Unwin
9781760113940
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$17.99/$21.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 3 to 7, Grades P to 2
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002050

11.5 in H | 9 in W | 0.3 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Remarkably Rexy
Craig Smith

Contributor Bio
Craig Smith has illustrated or authored more than 380 children's titles, yet Remarkably Rexy is the first one

he's written and illustrated. He has collaborated with many of Australia's best-loved authors, such as Paul

Jennings and Doug MacLeod, and has illustrated books including The Big Ball of String, The Boy Who Built the

Boat, Heather Fell in the Water, I Was Only Nineteen, and Where Are You, Banana?

Summary
Everybody loves Rex. He is the most dazzling cat on Serengeti Street. The school kids who pass by are always

impressed by his moves . . . until one day, an interloper threatens to take all the attention away. This is a

delightful picture book, with hilariously energetic illustrations of cats!

Starfish Bay Publishing
9781760360269
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$16.99/$19.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002050

8.3 in H | 10 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

Why do cats have tails?
David Ling, Stephanie Thatcher

Contributor Bio
David Ling is a New Zealand-based publisher of both adult and children’s books. He created the Duck Creek

Press imprint in 2010 and is also the author of But What Did We Get For Grandpa? illustrated by Dick Frizzell.

Stephanie Thatcher is an author and illustrator residing in Auckland, New Zealand. As well as being a mum

to her three boys, she has maintained a freelance career in graphic design, motion graphics and illustration

work.

Summary
Children can come up with some pretty funny questions! Here in this warm and amusing story, Grandpa

teases his granddaughters with some very unusual answers. The girls are spending time with Grandpa and his

cats, and reject all his silly answers until one of them comes up with an idea that even Grandpa could not

think of. This is a story that amuses and entertains grandparents and grandchildren alike.
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Starfish Bay Publishing
9781760360009
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$16.99/$19.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002070
Series: That Dog

8.3 in H | 10 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

A Dog like That!
Janene Cooper

Contributor Bio
Janene Cooper had a background in education and worked as an Education Consultant based in Auckland,

New Zealand. Her writing was influenced by the experiences she shared with the many children who touched

her life. Evie Kemp is a graduate of AUT University in Auckland, New Zealand, where she studied Graphic

Design and Illustration. Primarily a textile artist, she was a finalist for the LIANZA Russell Clark Award for

illustration for "A Dog like That!".

Summary
This girl has a cute, little dog. Everybody tells her how dogs should be, but this girl knows better. Her dog

does what he likes, which just so happens to fit perfectly with the owner. "A Dog like That!" was a finalist in

the New Zealand Post Children’s Book Awards. It also won a Storylines Notable Book Award and was a LIANZA

Russell Clark Award Finalist.

Peek-A-Boo Publishing Group
9781943154241
Pub Date: 8/1/16
Ship Date: 8/1/16
$7.95/$8.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

28 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002070

8 in H | 8 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

A Very Special Snowflake (2nd Edition)

Todd Dakins, Don Hoffman

Contributor Bio
Todd Dakins is an award-winning children's book illustrator. He lives in Nashotah, Wisconsin. Don Hoffman

is an Emmy Award-winning children’s book author. He lives in New York.

Summary
Jeff and Veronica take their new puppy, Snowflake, outside to play in the snow and he soon disappears. Many

people help them in their search and eventually their playful puppy shows up!
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Random House Australia
9780857988638
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$11.99/$13.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Ages 9 to 11, Grades 4 to 6
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002070
Series: Caesar the War Dog

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Caesar the War Dog: Operation Black Shark
Stephen Dando-Collins

Contributor Bio
Stephen Dando-Collins is the author of several books, including Crack Hardy and Mistaken Identity.

Summary
When Sergeant Ben Fulton’s family joins him on a cruise ship holiday, Ben, Josh, Maddie, and Nan travel in

luxury among the islands of the Caribbean while Caesar is in quarantine. But a gang who have broken out of

a Cuban prison have other ideas. They hijack the massive ship and hold its 3,000 passengers for ransom.

With passengers of all nationalities in danger, only the United Nations can step in to help. Ben’s best friend,

Charlie, and the rest of the GRRR team, assemble. Charlie will need super-sniffing explosive detection dog

Caesar with him as he parachutes in to sneak aboard the ship. Will Caesar and Ben be reunited in time to find

the hidden explosive devices that threaten the ship? Can Operation Black Shark capture the modern-day

pirates before it’s too late?

Inhabit Media
9781927095119
Pub Date: 4/1/13
$10.95
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 110
Ages 6 to 8, Grades 1 to 3
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002070

8.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.1 in T
| 0.2 lb Wt

Kamik
An Inuit Puppy Story

Donald Uluadluak, Qin Leng

Contributor Bio
Donald Uluadluak is an elder from Arviat, Nunavut. He was raised on the land by his grandparents, who

hunted game for survival. He was an elder advisor for the Nunavut Department of Education for several years.

Recently he retired and began recording memories and recollections from his life to publish as books for

future generations. Qin Leng works as a designer and illustrator in Toronto. She graduated from the Mel

Hoppenheim School of Cinema and has received many awards for her animated short films and artwork. She

has published numerous picture books for publishers worldwide.

A young boy learns to train his first puppy for its life as a resourceful and helpful sled dog

Summary
When Jake finally gets a puppy to call his own, all he can think about is the fast, strong sled dog that his

puppy will become. But Kamik is far from an obedient sled dog. He won’t listen, he tracks mud all over the

house, and he’s a lot more work than Jake ever thought a puppy could be. But after a visit with his

grandfather, who raised many puppies of his own while living out on the land, Jake learns that Inuit have

been raising puppies just like Kamik to be obedient, resourceful, helpful sled dogs for generations.
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Flashlight Press
9780979974656
Pub Date: 4/1/10
$16.95/$16.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Fiction  /  Family
JUV013000

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.3 in T |
1 lb Wt

That Cat Can't Stay
Thad Krasnesky, David Parkins

Contributor Bio
Thad Krasnesky is a writer, an instructor at the United States Military Academy at West Point, and the

author of I Always, ALWAYS Get My Way. He lives in West Point, New York. David Parkins is the illustrator of

more than 80 books and anthologies, including Aunt Nancy and Old Man Trouble; Fly Traps!; I Always,

ALWAYS Get My Way; No Problem; and Webster J. Duck. He lives in Landsdowne, Ontario.

Summary
Narrated by a cat-loving little girl, this story is a hysterical romp through a family's pet adoption dilemma.

Poor Dad does not like cats, and he voices his opposition to the steady stream of stray cats that always seem

to wind up on his doorstep—thanks to a cat-loving Mom who wants to save every stray she finds. In an effort

to win Dad over, the little girl hides a tiny stray kitten in her hood and convinces Dad to just give it one small

squeeze. Dad manages, with trepidation, to stick out his pinkie and pet the creature. But now that five cats

have taken over his favorite chair, he becomes desperate and makes a visit to the pound. Dad returns happily

with a big, fat puppy—everyone gets something that they want. With hilarious ink and watercolor illustrations,

this picture book demonstrates the resourcefulness, love, and compromises of a pet-loving family.

Museyon
9781940842127
Pub Date: 8/1/16
Ship Date: 8/1/16
$12.99/$15.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Fiction  /  Family
JUV013060

8 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.4 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

You Belong to Me
Mamoru Suzuki

Contributor Bio
Born in 1952, Mamoru Suzuki’s first published work as a picture-book artist was Boku no okina ki (My Big

Tree), with a story by Masao Tsurumi in 1980. In 2006, he received the Kodansha Award for Picture Books for

Boku no tori no su enikki (My Illustrated Diary of Birds’ Nests).

Summary
The simple text of love, caring and protection is accompanied by adorable illustrations of animals and

dinosaurs that hug, help, and protect a human child. The comforting text is ideal for a soothing bedtime story.

This beautiful book is a perfect gift for parents with a newborn baby.
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Penguin Random House
Australia
9780857985224
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$9.99/$12.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction  /  Girls &
Women
JUV014000
Series: Alice-Miranda

8 in H | 5 in W | 1 in T | 0.6
lb Wt

Alice-Miranda to the Rescue
Jacqueline Harvey

Contributor Bio
Jacqueline Harvey is the author of the Alice-Miranda and Clementine Rose series. Her first picture book, The

Sound of the Sea, was awarded Honour Book in the CBC Awards.

Summary
It’s the start of term at Winchesterfield-Downsfordvale, and Alice-Miranda and her friends are over the moon

to learn about one of the school’s new charity projects—they are going to become the proud carers of a dog

rescued from a nearby pound! To add to the excitement, there are whispers of a wedding between their two

favorite teachers. Meanwhile, the local village is about to host the country’s largest dog show—however, at the

last moment the grounds are deemed unfit for competition. The school is called upon as a replacement venue,

and preparations head into overdrive. Along with the dog show come a number of bizarre characters—some

are strange, while some are just downright unpleasant. While walking the school’s new dog, Alice-Miranda and

Millie stumble upon something very worrying and will have to act fast in order to save the day!

Strauss House Productions
9780957124561
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$11.95/$13.95 Can./£7.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

36 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Fiction  /  Historical
JUV016080
Series: The Poppy Series

11.5 in H | 9 in W | 0.2 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Flo of the Somme
The Mercy Dogs of World War 1

Hilary Ann Robinson, Martin Impey

Contributor Bio
Hilary Robinson is the author of over 50 children's picture books including the top selling Mixed Up Fairy

Tales and the highly acclaimed Where the Poppies Now Grow and The Christmas Truce. Martin Impey

studied graphic design with distinction and has illustrated over 40 children's books. Passionate about military

history, he illustrated War Horse for OUP.

Summary
Winner:

2016 Young Quills Award, Historical Association UK

Mercy dog, Flo, has more to contend with than racing across the dangerous battlefield of the Somme. Can she

get her medical kit to the injured? Can she lead Ray, the stretcher-bearer, and his donkey to them in time?

Depicting the key landmarks of the Somme, this story pays tribute to the remarkable bravery of the animals

who played their part during World War One.
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The Secret Mountain
9782924217740
Pub Date: 6/14/16
Ship Date: 6/14/16
$16.95/$22.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

36 Pages
includesaudiocd 1
Carton Qty: 50
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Fiction  / 
Performing Arts
JUV031040

8 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

It's Raining Cats and Dogs!
Sing-Along Animal Songs

Marie-Eve Tremblay

Contributor Bio
Marie Eve Tremblay, a graduate in graphic design from the University of Montreal, has illustrated articles for

several Canadian magazines. One of her illustrations that appeared in Readers Digest won her an Applied Arts

Illustration Award in 2012. She has also collaborated with authors on a half-dozen children's books, including

the series "Questions and Answers About..." (Usborne Publishing) and "La Vengeresse masquée et le loup"

(Les 400 coups). She lives in Montreal.

Summary
Winner:

2016 Parents' Choice Recommended

A delightful, lighthearted collection of sing-along songs featuring funny irresistible animal characters, including

cuddly cats and dogs who just want to be your friend, even on a rainy day! Share an umbrella with a

heartbroken pooch who sings the blues, a tomcat who has a soft spot for sour cream and a rumbunctious

little kitty who snores and growls. It's full of good cheer thanks to the playful, heartwarming illustrations and

an accompanying-CD comprised of ten catchy songs recorded by accomplished singers and skilled musicians.

Moonlight Publishing
9781851034390
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$14.99/$17.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Spiral Bound

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Animals
JNF003040
Series: My First Discoveries

0.7 lb Wt

Cats
Pascale de Bourgoing, Henri Galeron

Contributor Bio
Henri Galeron is the illustrator of Dinosaurs.

Summary
Smooth, fluffy, black, gray, and tortoiseshell cats creep, leap, and sleep before your eyes. Learn their

language and find out about their wild cousins.
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Phonic Monic Books

9781943241309

Pub Date: 10/1/16

$24.99/$33.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Multiple Copy Pack

27 Pages

Set of 5 books

Carton Qty: 100

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003170

Series: Life Cycle Books

8.5 in H | 8.5 in W

Life Cycle Books 5-Pack Set 1
Cammie Ho

Contributor Bio
Cammie Ho has an Elementary School Teaching Degree and a Master's Degree in Teaching English as a

Second Language. Cammie Ho has an Elementary School Teaching Credential and a Master's Degree in

Teaching English as a Second Language. She lives in Fremont, CA.

Summary
[ 5 Book Set ] — Bronze Award Winner for Moonbeam Children's Book Awards Category: Best Book

Series. Butterfly Butterfly: Explore the wonders of caterpillars as they hatch from eggs and transform into

beautiful butterflies through stunning photos. Duckling Duckling: Follow the lives of cute little ducklings as

they hatch from eggs and grow to become big ducks through amazing photos. Ladybug Ladybug: Follow the

life of ladybugs, as they hatch from eggs and grow from grub to ladybug through photographs that depict the

stages of the ladybug life cycle. Parrot Parrot: Step inside the lives of parrots as they hatch from their eggs.

Read with rhythm, and follow the lives of young parrots as they grow to become big and beautiful. Tadpole

Tadpole: Explore the wonders of tadpoles as they hatch from eggs and discover their fascinating

transformation into grown frogs through beautiful photos.

Michael O'Mara

9781782436836

Pub Date: 1/1/17

Ship Date: 1/1/17

$19.95/$25.95 Can./£12.99

UK/€15.99 EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Medical  /  Veterinary

Medicine

MED089000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T | 1.2

lb Wt

Horses, Heifers and Hairy Pigs
The Life of a Yorkshire Vet

Julian Norton
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John Blake

9781784188153

Pub Date: 5/1/16

Ship Date: 5/1/16

$24.95/$29.95 Can./£12.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

Nature  /  Animals

NAT003000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T

| 0.8 lb Wt

Hercules the Bear
A Gentle Giant in the Family

Maggie Robin

Contributor Bio
Maggie Robin is a former Scottish Ladies Show-Jumping Champion who, together with her husband, British

Commonwealth Wrestling Champion Andy Robin, raised a grizzly bear cub named Hercules as part of her

family.

Summary
When Scottish Ladies Show-Jumping Champion Maggie Nimmo married British Commonwealth Wrestling

Champion Andy Robin, she knew that her family would be unusual, for with Andy came a nine-month old

grizzly bear. Maggie Robin, Hercules’s adopted mother, started writing this account of her family while in the

depths of despair, during those long hours when her "son" Herc was lost, apparently gone forever, in the wild

and unforgiving terrain of the island of Benbecula in the Outer Hebrides. This new and completely revised

edition brings the story up to date, telling of the bear’s many appearances in advertisements, films, and on

television until, once again, disaster struck, when he was nearly crippled by damage to his spine. Maggie’s

account relates how she and Andy slowly nursed Hercules back to health, partly through swimming exercises

until, in the fullness of time, he died at the age of 25. His death left the Robins bereft, but in time they came

to realize just how much Hercules had taught them and others, and the debt they owed him. Told in Maggie’s

own words, this is the extraordina...

Crowood Press

9781785000805

Pub Date: 4/1/16

Ship Date: 4/1/16

$39.95/$47.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Nature  /  Animals

NAT016000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 1.2 lb Wt

The Horse Grooming Manual
Alison Pocklington

Contributor Bio
Alison Pocklington trained for the British Horse Society (BHS) exams, gaining her BHS Instructor Stable

Manager's Certificate. She then went on to groom internationally, preparing horses up to Olympic level. She

has trained students for exams up to BHS Instructor level. Alison was awarded the Horse and Hound groom of

the year award in 2000, and is the author of The Essential Guide to Professional Horse Care and Grooming.

Summary
Grooming is of vital importance to a horse's health and welfare. This highly illustrated book provides practical

advice for establishing good grooming practice. Topics covered in the book are: handling of the horse for

grooming; routine cleaning and grooming; clipping and trimming; grooming for showing, eventing, dressage,

racing; and hunting; healthcare associated with the skin and grooming; and how to spot problems. There are

more than 300 step-by-step color photographs included to illustrate techniques.
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Scott & Nix, Inc.

9781935622482

Pub Date: 12/1/14

Ship Date: 12/1/14

$24.95/$29.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

368 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

Nature  /  Birdwatching

Guides

NAT004000

Series: American Birding

Association State Field

7.3 in H | 4.5 in W | 1.2 lb

Wt

American Birding Association Field Guide to Birds of Florida
Bill Pranty, Brian E. Small

Contributor Bio
Bill Pranty has been birding since age 14 and joined both the American Birding Association (ABA) and Florida

Ornithological Society (FOS) in 1984. He has compiled bird sightings statewide for the FOS Field Observations

Committee since 1992 and is a former member of the FOS Records Committee. He serves as chair of the ABA

Checklist Committee and a technical reviewer for Birding magazine. He has contributed more than 275

publications to the ornithological and birding literature, including the ABA Checklist, A Birder’s Guide to

Florida, and Birds of Florida. He lives in Port Richey, Florida. Brian E. Small is a professional bird and nature

photographer with more than 20 years of experience. He served as the photo editor for the American Birding

Association’s membership magazine Birding for the past 15 years. His father, Dr. Arnold Small, was one of the

founding members and a former president of the ABA. He lives in Los Angeles.

Summary
From the dunes and great river swamps of the Panhandle, the flat woods, scrubs, dry prairies, and wetlands

of the Peninsula to the coral reefs of the Keys, the Sunshine State provides habitats for an amazing variety of

birds. Florida is rich in protected and preserved habitats, including 11 National Parks, 171 State Parks and

Trails, and 100 important Bird Areas. Conservation organizations maintain many sanctuaries for wildlife

throughout Florida, attracting birds and providing access for visitors to enjoy the outdoors. Written by expert

birder Bill Pranty and filled with crisp, gorgeous color photography by Brian E. Small, American Birding

Association Field Guide to Birds of Florida is the perfect companion for anyone learning more about the

natural history and diversity of the state’s birds and when and where to see them.

National Trust

9781909881990

Pub Date: 6/1/17

Ship Date: 6/1/17

$10.95/$13.95 Can./£6.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Birds

PET002000

7 in H | 4.8 in W | 0.7 in T |

0.4 lb Wt

Henkeeping
Inspiration and Practical Advice

Jane Eastoe

Contributor Bio
Jane Eastoe is the author of Allotments, Home Grown Fruit, and Wild Food.

Summary
This beautiful and practical guide advises on all aspects of chicken keeping, from advice on the full range of

breeds available, choosing and buying the right chickens for you, to feeding and naming them, and finally

housing and caring for them. You will find all you need to start and maintain your own chicken run.
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Souvenir Press

9780285643055

Pub Date: 6/1/16

Ship Date: 6/1/16

$16.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 48

Pets  /  Birds

PET002000

Series: Why Does My . . . ?

series

8.5 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

Why Does My Parrot . . . ? (2nd Edition)

Rosemary Low

Contributor Bio
Rosemary Low is the author of The Parrot Companion and has been the curator of two of the world’s largest

parrot collections. She was the editor of PsittaScene for 15 years.

Summary
Parrots are sensitive creatures whose intelligence is often grossly underrated and, as a result, frequently

exhibit behavior that is misunderstood by their owners. This reference guide to owning a parrot answers

questions about problems and tensions between these feathered creatures and their owners. The basic

elements of parrot psychology are explained, as are environmental factors that can cause biting, screaming,

and feather plucking. Case studies of specific relationships are used to illustrate both good and bad examples

of the pet/owner relationship.

Quiller Publishing

9781846892295

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$23.95/$31.95 Can./£14.95

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T

| 1.3 lb Wt

Cat Tales
Endearing, Eccentric and Extraordinary True Stories

Tom Quinn

Contributor Bio
Tom Quinn is the author of Barking Mad.

Summary
A beautifully produced hardcover book featuring a variety of the best and most intriguing cat stories. Some of

the tales date back to the early 19th century and have been discovered in long-forgotten books and

magazines, but all reflect our enduring passion for man’s feline friend.
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Black & White Publishing

9781785300608

Pub Date: 8/1/17

Ship Date: 8/1/17

$14.95/$18.95 Can./£9.99

UK/€11.99 EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 26

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

7 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.6 in T |

1.1 lb Wt

Cats in Snow
The Ultimate Collection

Hugo Ross

Contributor Bio
Hugo Ross is a photographer and a volunteer at his local pet rescue center.

Summary
When you think of cats you see them snuggled up by the fire, playing with string, cleaning their whiskers, or

curled up on someone's lap. You don't think of them paw-deep in snow! But this fantastic new collection

captures just that. In this stunning compilation, see cats as you've never seen them before. From

tortoiseshells to tabby cats, feisty felines to curious kittens; whether they're up trees, under cars, or buried

up to their necks, these cats are truly at their most majestic when they are in the snow. With more than 100

beautiful photographs and hilariously entertaining captions, Cats in Snow is a unique and heart-warming

insight into the life of our regal furry companions.

Triumph Books

9781600785818

Pub Date: 8/1/11

$16.95/$18.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

48 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

Series: For the Love of...

11 in H | 11 in W | 0.5 in T |

1.5 lb Wt

For the Love of Cats
From A to Z

Sandy Robins, Mark Anderson

Contributor Bio
Sandy Robins is an award-winning pet lifestyle expert and a popular TV and radio guest. She is the author of

Fabulous Felines: Health and Beauty Secrets for the Pampered Cat, and her work appears regularly on

MSNBC.com and in various magazines. She lives in California. Mark Anderson is an illustrator whose work

has appeared on the back cover of National Geographic, the New Yorker, and Time and inside the Atlantic

Monthly, BusinessWeek, Harvard Business Review, Outside, and many other periodicals. He is the illustrator

and designer of Triumph Books' popular For the Love of . . . series. His rescued-in-a-rainy-park cat Mary is

often one of his inspirations. He lives in Chicago.

Summary
Expressing the passion felt for pets using all 26 letters of the alphabet accompanied by rhymes, colorful

illustrations, and informative text, this tribute to cats explores the feline obsession in a fresh and humorous

way. Readers will enjoy fun facts about the intelligent, affectionate, complicated, and independent pets that

curl up in laps and bound through the house with elegant acrobatics.
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Summersdale

9781849536172

Pub Date: 4/1/16

Ship Date: 4/1/16

$9.95/$11.95 Can./£5.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 60

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

5.5 in H | 4 in W | 0.6 in T |

0.3 lb Wt

Quotable Cats
Milly Brown

Contributor Bio
Milly Brown is the author of The Cat Lover's Companion and The Wind in My Ears.

Summary
"Like all pure creatures, cats are practical." —William S. Burroughs

This stunning photographic collection of quotations about felines is a delightful celebration of our whiskered

friends, perfect for any cat lover.

Cadmos Publishing

9780857884008

Pub Date: 6/1/11

$19.95/$26.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 44

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.7 lb Wt

Trick Training for Cats
Smart Fun with the Clicker

Christine Hauschild

Contributor Bio
Christine Hauschild is the founder of a mobile cat school that answers cat owners' questions about caring for

and entertaining cats, and dealing with problem behavior.

Summary
The perfect resource to nurture the talents and relieve the boredom of your tame little tiger

Cats are clever animals and are often hopelessly under-stimulated in indoor life. This book shows cat owners

how to nurture their cat both in body and mind and how to teach them a variety of different tricks and

exercises using clicker training in a cat-friendly way. Great fun for owner and cat, this guide walks owners

through planning and preparing training; explains the three paths to the perfect trick: shaping, luring, and

capturing; and demonstrates how to smooth the path to the first tricks. It covers such easy tricks as begging,

jumping over an obstacle, rolling over, and washing; offers solutions to possible difficulties, and includes

directions for trick training with more than one cat.
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Cadmos Publishing

9783861279679

Pub Date: 10/1/09

$22.95/$27.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

80 Pages

Carton Qty: 56

Pets  /  Cats

PET003000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

Clicker Training for Clever Cats
Learning Can Be Fun!

Martina Braun

Contributor Bio
Martina Braun is an animal psychologist specializing in behavioral therapy for cats and dogs.

Summary
There is a method of learning to which no mammal is impervious—not even cats. It is called "classical

conditioning," and is used in a very specific way as part of clicker training. Every click results in something

positive for the cat: a treat, a cuddle, a favorite game. Because cats are intelligent, they quickly understand

what kind of behavior gets them a click and a reward, and they will experiment in order to find out what else

might work. This manual explains what classical conditioning involves, why it works with every cat, how to

avoid mistakes, and how to use rewards properly and develop chains and sequences of behavior, as well as

small tricks.

Crowood Press

9781847978899

Pub Date: 9/15/15

Ship Date: 9/15/15

$32.95/$39.95 Can./£16.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004010

Territory: US & CA

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.8 lb

Wt

Barbara Sykes' Training Border Collies
Barbara Sykes

Contributor Bio
Barbara Sykes is a member of the Canine & Feline Behaviour Association and the British Institute of

Professional Dog Trainers. She owns and runs Mainline Border Collie Center, and runs The Freedom of Spirit

Trust for Border Collies. She is the author of Training the Sheep Dog, Understanding Border Collies, and

Understanding Your Dog.

Summary
A new, practical guide to training your Border Collie, by a highly esteemed trainer and author

Drawing upon her popular Thinking Like Canines training method and other established approaches, Barbara

Sykes' Training Border Collies is an essential resource for understanding and training this versatile and loyal

breed. With step-by-step photography and training case studies throughout, the book covers: breed variants

and temperaments; diet, puppy training and bringing new dogs home; simple commands, boundaries, and

socialization; the "Chill Mat"—a safe territory to keep your collie calm; lead and recall training; rescue and

problem dogs; and, finally, common myths, facts, and tips about the breed.
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Crowood Press

9781785000904

Pub Date: 9/28/16

Ship Date: 9/28/16

$39.95/$53.95 Can./£19.95

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

154 colour photographs

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004010

1.1 lb Wt

German Shepherds
A Practical Guide for Owners and Breeders

Allison Clarke, Lizzy Brown

Contributor Bio
Allison Clarke is a qualified dressage trainer, having ridden to Grand Prix Level. Lizzy Brown holds a degree

in Business Management, assisting many businesses in their progression. A love of German Shepherds led

Lizzy and Allison to found the charity German Shepherd Rescue Elite.

Summary
Written in an accessible style, this book focuses on providing practical information about caring for your

German Shepherd, and will be an essential resource for all dog owners and professionals.

Crowood Press

9781785000379

Pub Date: 4/1/16

Ship Date: 4/1/16

$39.95/$47.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004010

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 1.2 lb Wt

Golden Retrievers
A Practical Guide for Owners and Breeders

Elana Rose

Contributor Bio
Elana Rose is an experienced dog trainer and breeder. She owns a dog training company running training

classes and consultation. Having previously worked at The Kennel Club, Elana has a vast knowledge base of

showing, trials, and all aspects of dog ownership.

Summary
Books in the A Practical Guide for Owners and Breeders series explore in detail all aspects of owning and

caring for individual breeds of dog. Written in an accessible style, this book focuses on providing practical

information about caring for your Golden Retriever, and will be an essential resource for all dog owners and

professionals. Topics covered include breed standard; choosing a puppy or rescue dog; care at every stage of

life, puppy through to elderly dog; diet and training; healthcare and breed-specific health issues; breeding

and whelping; and showing.
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Crowood Press

9781785000966

Pub Date: 9/28/16

Ship Date: 9/28/16

$39.95/$53.95 Can./£19.95

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

198 colour photographs

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004010

0.9 lb Wt

Staffordshire Bull Terriers
A Practical Guide for Owners and Breeders

James Beaufoy

Contributor Bio
James Beaufoy has more than 50 years' experience of owning, breeding, showing, and judging Staffordshire

Bull Terriers. As an International Championship Show Judge he has frequently judged the breed in both the

United Kingdom, including at Crufts, and internationally.

Summary
James Beaufoy covers the Staffordshire Bull Terrier. Written in an accessible style, this book focuses on

providing practical information about caring for your Staffordshire Bull Terrier, and will be an essential

resource for all dog owners and professionals. It includes information on breed standard; choosing a puppy or

rescue dog; care at every stage of life, from puppy through to the elderly dog; diet and training; healthcare

and breed-specific health issues; breeding and whelping; and, finally, showing.

Ebury Press

9781785030918

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$17.95/£9.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004010

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.5 in T | 1

lb Wt

The Labrador Handbook
Your Definitive Guide to Care and Training

Pippa Mattinson

Contributor Bio
Pippa Mattinson is a zoologist and the founder of The Gundog Trust—the UK’s first gundog training and

welfare charity. She is the author of The Happy Puppy Handbook and Total Recall.

Summary
Pippa Mattinson, dog-training specialist, tells you everything you need to know about training and caring for

your labrador. From puppyhood to caring for a senior dog, this book provides an in-depth guide to raising your

labrador, making for a contented owner and a happy dog. It covers finding the dog for you, health, training,

breeding, dog sports, and much more.
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Crowood Press

9781861262806

Pub Date: 8/1/99

$29.95/$32.95 Can./£14.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

157 Pages

Carton Qty: 24

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004010

9.4 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.7 in T

| 1.2 lb Wt

Understanding Border Collies
Barbara Sykes

Summary
The Border Collie is an extremely versatile breed, faithful enough to be a loyal friend, honest enough to be a

hard worker, and intelligent enough to be an asset in rescue and other services. This comprehensive,

illustrated book gives essential advice on how to become the pack leader by understanding and interpreting

the body language of man's best friend. Topics include choosing your Border Collie, taking your puppy home,

common sense dog training, nutrition, creating a partnership, and adolescent and older dogs.

Black & White Publishing

9781845020194

Pub Date: 4/1/05

$9.95/$12.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

48 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004010

5.5 in H | 5.5 in W

Grrreat Scottish Dogs
Alison Fitt
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National Trust

9781909881846

Pub Date: 2/1/17

Ship Date: 2/1/17

$15.95/$21.95 Can./£9.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

6 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

A Dog's Life
A Celebration of Our Best Friend

Hannah Dale

Contributor Bio
Hannah Dale runs Wrendale Designs, a stationery and gift design company which specializes in endearing

illustrations depicting British wildlife.

Summary
This beautiful little giftbook features over 50 dogs painted by Hannah Dale in her uniquely quirky, characterful

style. From the faithful Labrador and the bouncy Cocker Spaniel to the loveable Old English Sheepdog,

favorite dog breeds are delightfully brought to life by this award-winning artist. Each portrait is accompanied

by insightful and entertaining text. A wonderful reference and beautiful gift book for all dog lovers.

Blink Publishing

9781910536995

Pub Date: 9/1/16

$15.95/$20.95 Can./£9.99

UK/€12.49 EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

7.5 in H | 6 in W

Dogs and their Faithful Celebrities
The Dogs Trust
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Black & White Publishing

9781785300615

Pub Date: 4/1/17

Ship Date: 4/1/17

$14.95/$18.95 Can./£9.99

UK/€12.49 EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

7 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.6 in T |

1.1 lb Wt

Dogs in the Bath
Hugo Ross

Contributor Bio
Hugo Ross is a photographer and a volunteer at his local pet rescue center.

Summary
Whether they love it, hate it, or are simply confused by it, bath time is a necessary feature of every dog's life.

Some cling to the side of the bathtub while others just let it all wash over them. This fascinating, hilarious,

and heart-warming collection of photographs is an homage to our beloved canine companions. Containing

more than 100 photos and witty captions, this book is a must-have for any dog lover.

Triumph Books

9781600783715

Pub Date: 2/1/11

$16.95/$18.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

48 Pages

Carton Qty: 18

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

Series: For the Love of...

11 in H | 11 in W | 0.5 in T |

1.4 lb Wt

For the Love of Dogs
An A-to-Z Primer for Dog Lovers of All Ages

Allison Weiss Entrekin, Mark Anderson, Victoria St...

Contributor Bio
Allison Weiss Entrekin is the editor of Doggie Aficionado and a member of the prestigious Society of

American Travel Writers, and she has won several national awards for her work. She lives in Atlanta, Georgia.

Mark Anderson is an illustrator whose work has appeared on the back cover of National Geographic, the New

Yorker, and Time and inside the Atlantic Monthly, BusinessWeek, Harvard Business Review, Outside, and

many other periodicals. He is the illustrator and designer of Triumph Books' popular For the Love of . . .

series. He lives in Chicago. Victoria Stilwell is an author, a dog trainer, and the dog behavior counselor on

Animal Planet's TV show It's Me or the Dog. She is the author of Fat Dog Slim and It's Me or the Dog. She

lives in Atlanta, Georgia.

Summary
Expressing the passion felt for pets using all 26 letters of the alphabet accompanied by rhymes, colorful

illustrations, and informative text, this tribute to dogs explores the canine obsession in a fresh and humorous

way. Readers will enjoy fun facts and may be surprised to learn that English foxhounds make terrible

apartment dwellers, Portuguese water dogs have hypoallergenic coats, and why labradors are the most

popular breed in the country.
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Ebury Press

9781785032578

Pub Date: 6/1/17

Ship Date: 6/1/17

$12.95/£6.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 48

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 0.7 in T |

0.4 lb Wt

Miracle
The Extraordinary Dog that Refused to Die

Amanda Leask

Contributor Bio
Amanda Leask rescued Miracle the dog from Thailand in 2014 who then repaid the favor by creating a

special bond with her six year old son Kyle, who was born with cerebral palsy and autism.

Summary
Snatched from the streets of Thailand, loaded onto a truck with hundreds of other stolen dogs, and destined

for the restaurants of Hanoi, Miracle the dog shouldn’t be alive today. But an incredible rescue led to a fateful

meeting with Amanda Leask, a dog lover from Scotland. Devastated by Miracle’s plight and the hopelessness

of his situation, she knew she had to do everything in her power to save him. But Amanda could never have

imagined that in doing so she was really saving herself. Amanda’s six year-old son Kyle, who was born with

cerebral palsy and autism, built a deep and lasting connection with Miracle, and their special bond has

transformed not only Kyle’s life but that of the entire family. Heartbreaking, inspirational, and ultimately

life-affirming, this incredible tale is proof that miracles really can happen.

Pimpernel Press

9781910258767

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$19.95/$26.95 Can./£12.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

112 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

6.5 in H | 9 in W | 0.7 in T |

1.1 lb Wt

Posh Dogs
Pimpernel Press

Contributor Bio
Pimpernel Press is an independent publisher of beautiful books on art, design, houses, gardens, and more,

including stunning wrapping paper books, in association with Sir John Soane's Museum, the British Library, the

Victoria & Albert Museum, the Natural History Museum, and Glasgow Museums.

Summary
Dogs have been at the heart of Country Life magazine ever since it was first published in 1897. The very first

issue on January 8 featured the Princess of Wales with her borzoi, Alex. The second issue, a week later, went

behind the scenes of the Prince of Wales’s kennels. Since then every type, from working dogs to pampered

pets and champion pedigrees to mixed breeds have been included. There is no doubt that dogs, whatever

shape or size, are at the heart of British country life. Posh Dogs features a selection of canines that have

graced the pages of Country Life magazine from those early years to the present day. They have been chosen

to select different facets of country life and whether ‘upstairs’ and ‘downstairs’ they are all equal in their

owner’s eyes. Posh Dogs celebrates dogs in their element amidst the timeless beauty of the British

countryside. The dogs of Downton Abbey garnered as many fans as the cast. The dogs featured in Posh Dogs

are the real life incarnations of the Earl of Grantham's beloved labrador and all the other dogs of Downton.

This is a must-have gift book fo...
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Summersdale

9781849536189

Pub Date: 4/1/16

Ship Date: 4/1/16

$9.95/$11.95 Can./£5.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

5.5 in H | 4 in W | 0.6 in T |

0.3 lb Wt

Quotable Dogs
Milly Brown

Contributor Bio
Milly Brown is the author of The Cat Lover's Companion and The Wind in My Ears.

Summary
"The most affectionate creature in the world is a wet dog." —Ambrose Bierce

This stunning photographic collection of quotations about canines is a delightful celebration of our four-legged

friends, perfect for any dog-lover.

Fremantle Press

9781921361357

Pub Date: 11/1/08

$14.95/$15.95 Can.

Discount Code: SHO

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.3 lb Wt

Real Food for Dogs & Cats
Dr. Clare Middle

Contributor Bio
Clare Middle is a veterinarian with over 25 years experience treating dogs and cats with both conventional

and complementary veterinary medicine. She writes regular articles and question-and-answer columns for

media outlets such as Glow and Nova magazines. She was the founding president of the Australian

Association of Holistic Veterinarians, a group that encourages and provides accredited training for vets to use

natural therapies together with standard veterinary treatments.

Summary
For every pet lover who wants to ensure their cat or dog has the best chance of a long and healthy life, this

no-nonsense guide to natural and balanced pet nutrition has simple, practical, and effective ways to keep pets

in top condition. Combining a wealth of experience with sound science in this easy-to-use book, this book is a

must for all pet owners, breeders, veterinarians, and animal health professionals wanting to feed dogs and

cats the natural way.
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Amberley Publishing

9781445607061

Pub Date: 6/13/13

$22.95/$30.95 Can./£12.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 1

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

7.8 in H | 4.9 in W

Amazing Dogs
A Cabinet of Canine Curiosities

Jan Bondeson

Contributor Bio
Jan Bondeson is a senior lecturer at Cardiff University. He lived in London for many years, and has spent

decades studying the criminal history of the metropolis. Of his many critically acclaimed books, his Amberley

titles include 'Queen Victoria's Stalker' and 'Amazing Dogs'. He lives in Newport in Wales.

Summary
In the 1750s, the Learned English Dog was a sensation in London: this spelling and calculating border collie

was even thought to be a reincarnation of Pythagoras. The acting Newfoundland dog Carlo, active in London

from 1803 until 1811, had plays specially written for him, involving tackling villains, liberating prisoners, and

diving into artificial lakes on stage to save drowning children. Don the Speaking Dog toured the world barking

out words like 'Hungry! Give me cakes!' and had particular success in New York. Some of history's amazing

dogs belonged to the canine proletariat: turnspit dogs ceaselessly running inside wheels to turn the roast

meat, and terriers put into rat-pits, with bets laid on the number of rats killed. The champion terrier Billy

killed 100 rats in five and a half minutes in 1823, a record which stood until 1863, when it was beaten by

Jacko, another champion rat-killer. Another forgotten chapter in canine history involves the once-famous dogs

collecting for charity in London's railway stations, with boxes attached to their backs. Lord Byron's rowdy

Newfoundland...

Black & White Publishing

9781845026516

Pub Date: 12/1/13

$10.95/$14.95 Can./£6.99

UK/€8.49 EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004000

6 in H | 6 in W

Dog Shaming
Canine Confessions

Susan McMullan
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Double Dove Press

9780615465586

Pub Date: 3/15/12

$17.95/$19.95 Can.

Discount Code: SPT

Trade Paperback

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 38

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004020

10 in H | 7 in W | 1 lb Wt

Lipstick and the Leash
Dog Training a Woman's Way

Camilla Gray-Nelson

Contributor Bio
Camilla Gray-Nelson is the former spokesperson for the United States Food and Drug Administration in the

San Francisco bay area, worked for the Nevada Department of Labor, helping women enter trade union

apprenticeship programs, and is a professional dog trainer. She lives in Petaluma, California.

Summary
Winner of the 2012 USA Best Book Award, Pet Training

Winner of the Gold Medal, 2012 Living Now Awards

Book of the Year, Dog Writers Association for America

An instruction guide for women who need help controlling their dogs, the lessons here use personal wisdom to

show how humans can use the same methods relied upon in the animal world—quiet focus, feedback, and

follow-through with a cool, calm, and collected demeanor. The book is filled with anecdotal stories from a

farm-girl childhood surrounded by animal mentors, with the country upbringing providing a fluency in

nonverbal language, quiet strength, and effectiveness. Stressed is the importance of powerful body language,

eye contact, a calm voice, and consistent enforcement of rules, while also outlining specific types of behaviors

that can undermine a woman’s natural power. Numerous photos throughout show dogs communicating

nonverbally with each other and illustrate how women can use these same techniques to instruct their dogs

more naturally and effectively.

John Blake

9781843583073

Pub Date: 4/1/11

$18.95/$25.95 Can./£7.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

352 Pages

Carton Qty: 36

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004020

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.9 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

The Dog Vinci Code
Unlock the Secrets to Training Your Dog

John Rogerson

Contributor Bio
John Rogerson is a leading dog trainer and behaviorist who pioneered many of the techniques that are now

standard practice in behavior therapy and training. He has run courses on training and behavior for

organizations such as the U.S. Air Force Dog Section, The Blue Cross, Illinois State University, Washington

State Vet School, and Miami Fire Department Search and Rescue Team.

Summary
In an essential manual for any dog owner, a respected canine behaviorist outlines, step by step,

training techniques so simple that even your dog can understand what you are trying to teach him or

her

In a world of cell phones and e-mail, where communication is available at the touch of a button, are we

leaving man's best friend in the dog house? The modern dog has more frustration, is more sheltered, and has

less freedom than his ancestor. It is becoming alarmingly clear that we are in danger of losing our ability to

understand and communicate with our canine friends at the most basic level. If you want to know what

makes your dog tick, why he acts the way he does, how to change the way he behaves, or how to truly

communicate with and train him, then this guide will help. This book is about learning how to communicate

with your dog on an emotional level, which will in turn give him the ability to understand everyone in your

family. By understanding "the code," you will gain more control over your dog and then be able to offer him

more freedom and less frustration than ever before, m...
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Ebury Press

9780091957261

Pub Date: 10/1/14

On Sale Date: 5/27/14

Ship Date: 10/1/14

$23.95/$22.99 Can./£12.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

FULL-COLOUR

ILLUSTRATIONS

THROUGHOUT

Carton Qty: 25

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004020

Territory: Canada only

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |

1.2 lb Wt

The Happy Puppy Handbook
Your Definitive Guide to Puppy Care and Early Training

Pippa Mattinson

Contributor Bio
Pippa Mattinson is a zoologist and the founder of The Gundog Trust, the UK’s first gundog training and

welfare charity. She is a keen supporter of modern, science-based dog training methods, and is passionate

about helping people to enjoy their dogs. Her first book, Total Recall, has won praise from many happy dog

owners.

Summary
A comprehensive guide, written by an expert, to help any puppy owner with the care and training of

the newest member of their family

Pippa Mattinson, dog-training specialist, tells you everything you need to know about training and caring for

your new puppy. From preparing the house and garden before the puppy arrives, to introducing your new

friend to all the family (including children and other animals), and solving problems like crying, night waking,

feeding, upset stomachs, biting, chewing, and jumping up, this book is packed with all you need to know as a

puppy owner.

Cadmos Publishing

9780857880239

Pub Date: 1/1/20

Ship Date: 1/1/20

$23.95/$31.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Dogs

PET004020

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W

Poison-Proof Your Dog
A Training and Practice Programme for Avoiding Poisoned Bait

Sonja Meiburger
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Ebury Press

9781785032554

Pub Date: 6/1/16

On Sale Date: 4/21/16

$22.95/£12.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 18

Pets  /  Essays & Narratives

PET010000

8.8 in H | 5.8 in W | 1 in T

Miracle
The Extraordinary Dog that Refused to Die

Amanda Leask

Penguin UK

9781405912723

Pub Date: 9/1/14

On Sale Date: 1/30/14

$13.95/$16.00 Can./£7.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets

PET000000

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

Lost and Found
True Tales of Love and Rescue from Battersea Dogs & Cats Home

Jo Wheeler

Contributor Bio
Battersea Dogs & Cats Home is the UK's oldest and most famous home for dogs and cats. The Home aims

never to turn away a dog or cat in need of help, reuniting lost dogs and cats with their owners or caring for

them until new homes can be found. Battersea also works to educate the public about responsible pet

ownership. Every year the Home cares for over 9,000 lost, abandoned and neglected dogs and cats, and in

2010 the home marked its 150th anniversary

Summary
In the heart-warming Lost and Found, discover tales from Battersea Dogs & Cats Home that celebrate the

power of animals to transform people's lives.

We hear from the young boy whose Battersea dog helped him to deal with a serious autoimmune disease, and

from a woman whose Staffie was the friend who got her through cancer.

We meet the couple who were brought together by a Battersea dog; the man who took on a three-legged

kitten which changed his life; and the former Battersea hound who became a search and rescue dog.

Read these and many other powerful stories from Battersea Dogs & Cats Home. Lost and Found has

something for dog and cat lovers alike, and is perfect reading for fans of A Streetcat Named Bob and Paul

O'Grady's For The Love Of Dogs.

Battersea Dogs & Cats Home is the UK's oldest and most famous home for dogs and cats. The Home aims

never to turn away a dog or cat in need of help, reuniting lost dogs and cats with their owners or caring for

them until new homes can be found. Battersea also works to educate the public about responsible pet

ownership. Every year the Home care...
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Crowood Press

9781785000881

Pub Date: 5/1/16

Ship Date: 5/1/16

$45.00/$54.00 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 18

Pets  /  Horses

PET006000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 1.2 lb Wt

Advanced Dressage Training
Medium to Grand Prix

Angela Niemeyer Eastwood, Andrea Hessay

Contributor Bio
Angela Niemeyer Eastwood trained to Grand Prix with Ernst Worbs and Hans Dahmen in Germany. She has

competed to Inter II in the UK, as well as 3-D eventing, hunting and point-to-point. Angela is a British

Dressage Accredited Trainer, holds her BD UKCC Level 3 Dressage Coaching Certificate, is a Para Dressage

Coach, and is a member of the International Dressage Riders' Club. She was one of the original 12 BD

trainers accredited to train apprentices. As a successful freelance trainer and a position and posture specialist,

Angela gives regular clinics and private lessons from novice to Grand Prix. Andrea Hessay has worked

professionally with horses for most of her life. She is a listed BD dressage judge. She and Angela co-authored

Understanding Dressage Training. She writes the official report for the Global Dressage Forum, held annually

in Europe, and also writes articles for Horse International and British Dressage magazine. She is a British

Dressage Supporters Club committee member.

Summary
Dressage now encompasses many complementary disciplines, including psychology. Technical skills need to go

hand in hand with mental commitment, discipline, dedication, and resilience. This book introduces the idea

that aids are just that: they let the horse know what the rider wants. When this is understood, the horse

should be allowed to do whatever has been asked of him, until something else is required or the horse needs

a reminder. The pursuit of excellence—not perfection—is what dressage is all about. This book offers advice

and encouragement toward an advanced partnership.

Crowood Press

9781785001734

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$39.95/$53.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

208 Pages

230 colour photographs

Carton Qty: 14

Pets  /  Horses

PET006000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.7 in T

| 1.8 lb Wt

Barefoot Horse Keeping
The Integrated Horse

Anni Stonebridge, Jane Cumberlidge

Contributor Bio
Anni Stonebridge has a background in psychology and healthcare, is certified by the UK Natural Horse Care

Professionals organization, is a qualified saddler and approved saddle fitter for Lavinia Mitchell Saddles, and

has extensive experience in behavioral training and coaching. Jane Cumberlidge has a background in

practice-led research, is a School of Barehoof Strategy UK certified Hoof Care Professional, and is an approved

saddle fitter for Lavinia Mitchell Saddles. Providing individual, planned, and integrated hoof care, Anni and

Jane are members of Barefootworks, the UK's oldest independent hoof care co-operative in support of

industry regulation.

Summary
Barefoot Horse Keeping provides a practical, accessible, and objective guide to barefoot horse keeping. The

book draws on empirical research and the authors' 25 years experience delivering barefoot hoof care, saddle

fitting, behavioral training, and rider coaching. The topics covered include the Barefoot philosophy, the herd

and the environment, hoof trimming, diet and nutrition, and equine anatomy and biomechanics.
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Quiller Publishing

9781910016008

Pub Date: 6/1/16

Ship Date: 6/1/16

$32.95/$39.95 Can./£19.95

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 18

Pets  /  Horses

PET006000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.7 in T

| 1.6 lb Wt

Posture and Performance
Principles of Training Horses from the Anatomical Perspective

Gillian Higgins, Stephanie Martin

Contributor Bio
Gillian Higgins is the author of Horse Anatomy for Performance and How Your Horse Moves.

Summary
From an equine therapist and rider comes a training manual, based on the Horses Inside Out philosophy:

'Understanding Anatomy Improves Performance and Reduces the Risk of Injury'. Divided into three main

parts: Principles of Anatomical Riding and Training; Exercises for Horse and Rider; Troubleshooting, the book

contains a wealth of practical tips and exercises broken down into easy to follow, well-illustrated steps

showing how riders can improve their riding skills and potential. The author suggests ways to improve horses'

physique, posture, flexibility, stability, core strength, performance and movement and how to reduce muscular

and movement problems, and reduce the risk of injury. This beautifully illustrated book looks at how to deliver

a safe, varied, fun, effective and achievable training program. It provides all the ingredients for riders to make

informed decisions to maximise their own and their horse's potential, gain more enjoyment, satisfaction and

improve their skills.

Allen & Unwin

9781877505676

Pub Date: 4/1/17

Ship Date: 4/1/17

$22.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

272 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Horses

PET006000

9.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.7 in T |

0.7 lb Wt

The Horse Whisperer
When He Talks, Horses Listen

Andrew Froggatt

Contributor Bio
Andrew Froggatt, through his New Zealand business Talking Horses, has worked with well over 6,000 horses

over the last 20 years.

Summary
Andrew Froggatt has special skills as a horse whisperer: he can train the wildest horse, and he's worked with

thousands over the years, from wild, untouched horses through to top level show horses and racehorses. He's

developed a system to consistently fix problems and bring out the very best in all horses. He is a master at

building relationships, establishing trust and respect and turning rogues into winners. Andrew also uses his

skills to achieve fantastic results working with troubled youth as well as corporate managers, running highly

successful courses for an increasingly impressive list of clients: All Black coach Steve Hansen, the Super 15

rugby coaches, and a number of large corporate companies. This book tells the stories of horses Andrew has

worked with and illustrates the methods he uses.
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Crowood Press

9781861264565

Pub Date: 3/1/02

$37.95/$45.95 Can./£16.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 24

Pets  /  Horses

PET006000

9.7 in H | 7.7 in W | 0.6 in T

| 1.2 lb Wt

The Horse's Muscles in Motion
Sara Wyche

Summary
This book aims to show how the horse’s muscles work and explains how this knowledge can be put to good

use in riding, whether in competition or for recreation. Using her own careful anatomical drawings, Sara

Wyche studies the skeleton, the action of the muscles, and the role of the nervous system before applying

this information to various riding situations. The demands placed on the horse’s systems in dressage,

jumping, eventing, racing, and even polo are all examined, with advice on how good riding practice can help

avoid problems. With the knowledge of the horse’s anatomy gained in this book, the rider will better

understand what is being asked of the horse, and how to achieve it with sympathetic riding and horse care,

making this an essential manual for all riders.

Cadmos Publishing

9783861279631

Pub Date: 11/1/09

$32.95/$35.95 Can./£19.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 34

Pets  /  Horses

PET006000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.9 lb Wt

Long Reining to Break Horses to Harness
Training the Safe Way

Heinrich Freiherr von Senden

Contributor Bio
Heinrich Freiherr von Senden trains horses for driving and teaches future driving competitors and professional

drivers.

Summary
Working with long reins is an ideal and, above all, safe way to break horses to harness, and to train the

driving horse correctly. This book is an essential training book for all drivers and horse trainers. Beginning

with work on the single lunge, moving on to long reins, and then on to the initial hitching, he gives tips and

advice from his accumulated wealth of experience, explaining how potential problems can be successfully

resolved.
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Cadmos Publishing

9783861279648

Pub Date: 11/1/09

$34.95/$46.95 Can./£19.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

Pets  /  Horses

PET006000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 1.2 lb Wt

Schooling Exercises In-Hand
Working Towards Suppleness and Confidence

Oliver Hilberger

Contributor Bio
Oliver Hilberger works with horses following the principles of classical riding. He places great value on making

meaningful supplying exercises accessible to anyone wishing to try them.

Summary
For anyone training a horse in dressage, classically based in-hand work is a valuable but unfortunately often

undervalued part of its education. It is a rarely used tool, but one which offers variation to the everyday

routine and schools both the horse and trainer. Particular emphasis is given to the description of lateral

movements, as well as for the preparation towards the more advanced movements.

Cadmos Publishing

9783861279532

Pub Date: 11/1/08

$64.95/$71.95 Can./£39.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 7

Pets  /  Horses

PET006000

11 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.8 in T

| 2.7 lb Wt

Twisted Truths of Modern Dressage
A Search for a Classical Alternative

Philippe Karl

Contributor Bio
Philippe Karl is a breeder and rider, and former member of the Cadre Noir, the French elite riding school in

Saumur. His other titles include Long Reining.

Summary
One of the most outspoken critics of the modern dressage world reveals some disturbing facts about the

physical, anatomical, and mental effects through official dressage guidelines as issued by the German Horse

Society (FN) on horses. By comparing these with philosophies of masters of classical riding such as La

Gueriniere and Baucher, he shows possible solutions to the challenging situation of modern competitive

dressage. After describing the effects of modern dressage, breeding, and business, the author suggests a

classical alternative—the philosophy of "legerity."
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Random House UK

9780091906511

Pub Date: 7/1/05

On Sale Date: 8/23/05

$26.95/$32.95 Can./£16.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

176 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Pets  /  Reference

PET008000

9.3 in H | 6.7 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

Bach Flower Remedies for Animals
The Definitive Guide to Treating Animals with the Bach Remedies

Judy Howard, Stefan Ball

Other Formats

Canadian Edition - 11/25/2004 9780852072967

Summary
This is the definitive guide to treating animals with the Bach Flower Remedies. It includes a complete

introduction to the Bach system and its usefulness in treating animals, followed by guidance on using the

remedies for a variety of conditions.

Souvenir Press

9780285643406

Pub Date: 1/1/17

Ship Date: 1/1/17

$24.95/$33.95 Can./£18.00

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

320 Pages

Carton Qty: 24

Pets  /  Reference

PET008000

8.5 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.7 in T

| 0.9 lb Wt

The APBC Book of Companion Animal Behaviour (3rd Edition)

David Appleby

Contributor Bio
David Appleby has been a pet behavior counselor for 30 years, and teaches at a veterinary school. Among

the contributors are Sarah Heath, a past president of the European Society for Veterinary Clinical Ethology,

and Julie Bedford, head of Animal Behavior Services at the Blue Cross.

Summary
This guide compiles the insights and experience of authors at the forefront of this expanding science to

provide expert and professional perspectives that will enhance the relationship between a pet and its owner.

Pet behavior, whether dogs, cats or rabbits, is affected by their ethology (the science of animal behavior)

while it is also important to understand how learning and emotional response can govern their actions. Animal

experts propose solutions to problem behavior in ground-breaking essays, as well as providing guidance on

the relationship between pets and children (including the arrival of a new baby), "rage" syndrome in dogs,

how to rehabilitate rescue dogs and cats, plus advice on legal and welfare issues.
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Crowood Press

9781785001710

Pub Date: 4/1/17

Ship Date: 4/1/17

$34.95/$44.95 Can./€24.99

EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

176 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Pets  /  Reference

PET008000

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.7 in T

| 1.5 lb Wt

The Healthy Donkey
Sarah Fisher, Trudy Affleck

Contributor Bio
Sarah Fisher runs the TTouch UK Centre and teaches around the UK and abroad for rehoming center staff,

welfare organizations, and animal care givers. She is co-author of The Difficult Horse. Trudy Affleck is a

TTouch Practitioner who specializes in working with donkeys and provides advice and training for donkey

owners. Trudy is a regular contributor to the Donkey Breed Society Magazine, Bray Talk.

Summary
The Healthy Donkey provides a fascinating background to the history of this iconic animal and introduces

potential owners to everything they need to know about donkey guardianship, with useful information about

diet, bedding, and grooming. Those already familiar with donkeys will also find invaluable information about

addressing behavioral issues using patience, kindness, and bodywork through Tellington TTouch techniques—a

non-invasive system of touch and massage designed to bring about calmness, trust, and confidence. Case

studies show how these techniques can be used to address a variety of problems.

Freight Books

9781910449417

Pub Date: 5/1/16

Ship Date: 5/1/16

$16.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 24

Photography  /  Subjects &

Themes

PHO013000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.9 in T

| 1.2 lb Wt

Pub Dogs of London
Portraits of the Canine Regulars in the City's World Famous Hostelries

Fiona Freund, Graham Fulton

Contributor Bio
Fiona Freund is a professional portrait photographer who has been a regular contributor to Vogue UK since

2004. Other clients include: Elle, Elle Decor, EMI, ES Magazine, Esquire, Gina Shoes, Guardian Weekend,

Harpers’ Bazaar, Heinemann Publishing, Hugo Boss, Ikea, Marie Claire, Marie Curie, MGM, Mix Max, MoJo,

Nivea, Observer Life, Q, Select, Standard Life, Tatler, the Telegraph, Telegraph magazine, Terrence Higgins

Trust, Thames and Hudson, Time Out, Universal Music and many more. Graham Fulton is an acclaimed poet

with a number of books to his name and contributed to Pub Dogs of Glasgow.

Summary
Pub Dogs of London is a beautiful, charming coffee-table book of photographic portraits of the many and

varied canine regulars of London’s inimitable public houses. With a range of famous breeds as well as the

expected scruffy mongrels, and with biographical profiles of each pub-visiting pooch, this is the must-have

record of the capital’s world-famous demi-monde. The book also includes some occasional humorous verse

inspired by the images from poet Graham Fulton.
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Cadmos Publishing
9780857880154
Pub Date: 10/1/14
Ship Date: 10/1/14
$59.95/$71.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 9
Sports & Recreation  / 
Equestrian
SPO057000

10.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.7 in
T | 2.2 lb Wt

Academic Art of Riding
A Riding Method for the Ambitious Leisure Rider

Bent Branderup

Contributor Bio
Bent Branderup has been a student of the “Escuela Andaluzadel Arte Ecuestre” in Spain, Nuno Oliviera in
Portugal, and Egon von Neindorff in Germany. He teaches advanced and ambitious leisure riders in the art of
academic riding, sometimes via online classes. He is the author of several books on riding.

Summary
Explore the knowledge and teachings of the old masters in this well illustrated and easy-to-

understand riding book

Based on the knowledge of the old riding masters, such as Xenophon, Pluvinel, and Steinbrecht, the Academic

Art of Riding is rooted in the belief that one must train one’s horse not only physically, but also mentally,
according to the motto: “Two spirits who want to do what two bodies can.” Fine communication with the horse
as a partner is not only the way to accomplish this, but also the result. The described gymnastic exercises are
made to build up the horse and keep it healthy. Starting with the horse’s basic training and work in hand, the
reader also gets insight into lateral movements, piaffes, and exercises above ground. Furthermore, methods
for training and physiotherapy for horses in need of correction, as well the correct seat of the rider, are
described. There is also included a checklist which allows the rider to assess their horse.

Cadmos Publishing
9780857880048
Pub Date: 1/1/12
$69.95/$94.95 Can./€224.00
EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Sports & Recreation  / 
Equestrian
SPO057000

10.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1 in T
| 3.5 lb Wt

Dressage Principals Based on Biomechanics
Thomas Ritter

Contributor Bio
Dr. Thomas Ritter has trained numerous riders and horses on the art of classical dressage. His teachers
included Egon von Neindorff.

Summary
Analyzed by an expert and accompanied by many practical examples, the ancient secrets of classical

riding are presented here in a modern way

Classical riding, in essence, is correct riding. It is how one should ride every time they get on a horse, and
includes not just knowing how to ride, but all around knowledge of the horse as a species. Here, a thorough
examination of classical riding is presented through accessible modern day examples. It also includes almost
forgotten, yet essential, riding methods—such as the Bügeltritt (the position of the rider’s foot in the stirrup)
or ridden work with a cavesson. Other concepts include the aims of dressage; the system's essential
gymnastic building blocks; breaking down blockades; essential riding skills such as sitting, feeling, and
thinking; and the network of aids.
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Cadmos Publishing
9783861279754
Pub Date: 9/14/10
$49.95/$54.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

344 Pages
Carton Qty: 4
Sports & Recreation  / 
Equestrian
SPO057000

9.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.3 in T
| 3.5 lb Wt

It's Not I Who Seek the Horse, the Horse Seeks Me
My Path to an Understanding of Equine Body Language

Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling

Contributor Bio
Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling is a horse whisperer and a body language expert. He is the author of Dancing

with Horses and What Horses Reveal.

Summary
A true horseman's understanding of the rider's role as the horse's natural partner, and a unique

insight into one man's outstanding training method

Emphasizing a nonviolent partnership between horses and humans, the training system presented in this book
is an increasingly popular training method among equestrians worldwide. Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling explains
his system of communicating naturally with the instincts and nature of horses. The reader follows the
progress of Arab stallion Marouk, and Lusitano stallion Queijo, in discovering a confident and harmonious
relationship with their rider. Giving comprehensive insight into Hempfling’s methods, the horses’ progress is
documented step-by-step, uncovering old wounds in the process that have resulted in their difficult behavior.
Readers will discover the fascinating process of understanding horses through body language.

Fulcrum Publishing
9781555917104
Pub Date: 11/1/09
$18.95/£12.99 UK/€14.99
EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

384 Pages
200 B&W photographs
Carton Qty: 0
Print Run: 10K
Travel  /  Special Interest
TRV026040

9 in H | 6 in W

Canine Colorado (3rd Edition)

Where to Go and What to Do with Your Dog

Cindy Hirschfeld

Contributor Bio
Cindy Hirschfeld is a freelance writer and editor, specializing in outdoor activities and travel, for publications
including Skiing magazine, Backcountry magazine, and The Denver Post. She and her golden retriever, Clover,
live in Aspen, Colorado, where they hike, run, bike, ski, and climb together.

The best selling guide to dog-friendly activities throughout the state. Over 50,000 copies sold.

Summary
This best-selling guide, now revised and updated, covers dog-friendly trails, activities, and accommodations
throughout Colorado. Both residents and visitors will appreciate the detailed information on dog-oriented
excursions, leash laws and trail etiquette, doggie daycare services, vet info, and specialty pet boutiques.
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Cadmos Publishing
9780857880178
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$20.95/$28.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Pets  /  Dogs
PET004000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Ethics and Ethology
For a Happy Dog

Anders Hallgren

Contributor Bio
Anders Hallgren is a dog psychologist who has dealt with dogs for more than 40 years. His previous books
include Mental Activation and Stress, Anxiety and Aggression in Dogs.

Summary
This book will help you to achieve the best possible relationship with your dog. It explains the best way to
motivate, lead and interact with dogs, and how to simply enjoy the time together. Modern ethology, which has
shown us how dogs live naturally and what needs they have, plays a big role. Furthermore, findings from
teaching psychology concerning the best training methods for dogs are considered—whether the dog learns
something new or if the dog’s behavior has to be corrected. The result is a clear plea for a gentle and positive
approach.

Cadmos Publishing
9780857880185
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$32.95/$44.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Pets  /  Horses
PET006000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1 lb Wt

It's Showtime
Circus Tricks: Learning Fun for Horses and Rider

Sylvia Czarnecki

Contributor Bio
Sylvia Czarnecki discovered her passion for circus and trick training with horses many years ago. As a result
of training many different horses through the years she has discovered that the horse’s personality will dictate
the best way of teaching it these tricks. She is a qualified media-designer and gives courses on trick training
throughout Germany.

Summary
Circus tricks don’t just look impressive, but they also develop trust between horse and handler, supply
exercise, and bring variety into training. What is special about this book is that the author doesn’t represent
one single training system but instead combines years of practical experience and her knowledge of equine
learning behavior to show how to train towards exercises such as bow, lying down, sitting, and more. Tricks
covered here include warm up, bow, mountain goat, sitting up and lying down, the sit, and Spanish walk.
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Cadmos Publishing
9780857880192
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$49.95/$59.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Pets  /  Horses
PET006000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.6 lb Wt

Long Reining
From the Beginning through the Levade

Thomas Ritter

Contributor Bio
In addition to his successful participation in dressage competitions, Dr. Thomas Ritter has trained numerous
riders and horses through the highest levels. He is especially interested in the ways dressage movements can
function therapeutically by reshaping the horse’s various muscle groups. Among his teachers were Dorothee
Baumann-Pellny, Thomas Faltejsek, and Egon von Neindorff.

Summary
It is no wonder that more and more riders are discovering the old tradition of long reining for themselves. It
helps the horse to improve his balance and ability to collect without the weight of the rider, and it lends itself
well to training difficult movements in a horse friendly manner. Dr. Thomas Ritter explains the correct aids
from the beginning through Haute École in practical terms. Thanks to the discussion of frequent mistakes and
their corrections, long reining novices and experienced trainers alike can find much new information here. The
author’s passion and enthusiasm for long reining are evident throughout. Many helpful tips invite you to
experiment!
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